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In a culture obsessed with 
CSI, Law and Order:SVU, 24, 

Bones, Numb3rs, and a 
plethora of other criminal 
investigation movies and TV 
shows, The Chosun has put 

SAHS under investigation. Our 
AGENTS have gone undercover 

to get SURVEILLANCE on every 
event happening in the 
school. Our COMPUTER 

FORENSIC scientists have 
created a 

LAB REPORT to serve as 
EVIDENCE of an amazing school 

year. 
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j T aking a break from the PSAT, Mi
chelle Ward and Shakeila Jones add 
a bit of spirit to their Blue and White 

(outfits. 

Celebrate 

Blazing about in their "finest," students fi
nally had an opportunity to wear absolutely 
anything without facing pressure from their 
peers. For four long, side-splitting days, 
freedom of expression was pushed to the 
limit. Adorned in togas, rainbow wigs, one-
piece pajamas and anything and everything 
else you could think of, students paraded 
through freshly painted halls decorated in 
the theme of the "Majestic." 

First on the Spirit Week agenda was 
Pajama Day; students carried around their 
precious stuffed animals and worn-out slip
pers. Nerd Day followed with pocket protec
tors and nasal spray. "I left my house this 
morning and I realized that I had only 
underwear on under my toga" said Daniel 
Stephens on Blue and White Day. While 
seniors donned togas, underclassmen wore 
simple blue and white to keep things calm 
for their PSAT test. Last and most popular 
was Gender Bender day. Guys sporting 
fishnet stockings, girls with painted-on 
mustaches, teachers trying to keep a straight 
faces in class. That's what Spirit Week was 
all about. 

According to her calcula
tions, Clara Buss is wear
ing the right outfit for a 

day. 

^1 

'Showing off their favorite^ 
characters Spongebob 
, Mickey Mouse and 
Mr.Clean, Erica An-
glade, April Matthews, 
and Crystal Pryear strike 
a pose. 

Christine Downer 
sports the latest 
in Forum attire on 

Feeding her 
Roman king , 
Hana Church 
gives Dan 
Stephens a ta 
of the fruit of: 



an opportunity to wear 

Sporting suspenders and fake 
teeth, Mrs. Martz joins in with 
phonso Mills on the Nerd Day 

"All ready for ^ 
a day in her 
Dad's office, 
Alicia Hale 
sports the fe
male executive 
look on Gende 
Bender Day. Dan Stephens enjoys a 

quiet moment on Gender 
Bender Day. J 

Seung Kim may 
be questioning her 
decision to make a 
giant plushie a part 
of her Pajama Day. Feminine and petite, Adrian 

Quintero and Nilantonio 
Echevarria get in touch with 
their "inner woman" on 
Gender Bender Day. 

Is that Stitch? 
No, it's Sierra 
Talmadge do
ing her best 
immitation on 
Pajama Day. 

Eerily matched, Robert Ahlers 
and Alphonso Mills take 
advantage of the coincidence 
for a photo. 

pVepped and prepared 
for Pajama Day, Aynsley 
Emery and Gienelli Victa 
compliment each other on 
Itheir pajamas. 

while tneunderaassmer^To^ 
Blue and White and took the 
PSAT, Seniors wore togas and 
took the morning off. Chris 
Sturtevant took the center path 
a Blue and White toga. 

I ̂ Daniel Burns and Katherine Chap-
• man, are two of the many convincing 
H examples of transgendered beauty on 
• Gender Bender Day. 



Pump It Up 
_ Painted Faces. Rappers, 

Crowns. Cheerlead
ers. Cameras. Teams. f'« 
Steppers. Your voice. 
What do all these 
things have in 
common? 
PEP RALIY 
On Septem
ber 28th the 
classes were 
called upon 
to test their skills 
and prove who were 
the true kings and queens 
of the school.The class 
yells and cheers for the fall 
sports teams were deafen
ing. The freshmen she 
the most pride for their 
new school, beating the 
seniors in the second 
round of the class 
yells. 

Not forget- . 
ting their hu-^ 
miliation, the 
seniors took 
revenge on j 
Octoberj 
23rd by; 
beating 
all class
es in the 
class yellg 
and re-| 
minding j 
everyone 
who rules 
the school. 

Though everyone was disappoint
ed that the bonfire was cancelled 
they still had a blast at the tailgate 

party before the homecoming 
pep rally. That evening, 

the community came 
to see what Falcon 

ing blind
folded across 

the gym floor 

(trying not to 
squash eggs, 

and tearing arms 
off in tug-of-war. 

Performances by 
the cheerleaders 

and step team cre
ated pandemonium 
among the classes. 

At the winter pep 
rally the competi
tion thrived as the 

classes played each 
other in half-court bas

ketball games. Fresh
men dominated once 

more followed by the 
seniors, sophomores and 

juniors. However, as much 
as the classes competed 

separated themselves 
m each other to eat 

each other alive in the 
games, they were all 
tied together by one 
major thing: that 

white and blue. 

, I 
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After meetting with the othe teams Mrs. 
Wilkins instucts the adults the rules for 

H tug-of-war. One of the rules, the faculty " 

With the help or Kiera Bonner, Lorna Haney, and TaQavia Randolph, the 
senior class fights against their stronger counterparts the junior class. After c 
well fought match, the seniors class had to go back to their bleachers. 

x\&<5 

' "Laundry on the "field". Class 
president Tim Martz's "penalty" 

^helps to stir up the seniors. 

Lteam gets more players. 



"...seniors...reminding everyone who rules the school." 

After the sophomores beat the |uniors, it 
was time for the seniors to reassure the 
school that the are the best. But tragically, 
^he freshman pulled out and won. 

FAfter being voted"l 
Spririt Week King | 
and Queen, 
Daniel Burns and 
Laura Oten start 
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Deafening music blasted from the speakers as 
students flocked to the Embassy Club for the much-
anticipated annual Homecoming Dance on October 
21. Dancing with friends in the over-packed and 
over-heated room was a perfect way to celebrate 
the crushing victory over Singapore earlier that 
day. The sophomore class sold virgin strawberry 
daiquiris and pina coladas to quench the dance-go
ers' thirst and the Embassy Club provided food. 

"I heard it was going to be at the Dragon, 
but I was pleasantly surprised when it was at 
the Embassy Club. It was a blast! The $20 was 
worth it," said Calethia Christmas, sophomore. 

Each class voted on their representatives for 
Homecoming Court, and the results were announced 
at the October 20th pep rally. Freshman Prince 
and Princess were Demetrius Johnson and Kalesia 
Winkey; sophomores Aris Wilkins and Avia Fields; 
juniors Jeffery Jin and Hannah Boeman; and seniors 
Raymond Miller and Kiera Bonner. The whole school 
voted for Homecoming King and Queen and the 
winners were Tommy Camacho and Joannah Kim. 

Junior Shakeila Jones 
boogies down to 
the blasting music in 
the Embassy Club. "I 
was very very very 
happy that it was in th 
Embassy Club instead 
of the Dragon," says 

L. Shakeila. 

I Dancing to the 
I beat of a fast song I 
I in the over-stuffed 
I Embassy Club, 
I Stephanie Watson I 
I and Sarah Vogan I 
I show off their 
I. moves. 

With Mr. Manning providing the chauffeur services. Homecoming 
King, Tommy Camacho, and Queen, Joannah Kim, ride onto the 
field as part of the homecoming parade. 

Homecoming 
King and Queen, 
Tommy Camacho 
and Joannah Kim, 
are introduced 
to the crowd at 
the Homecoming 
football game. 

Mrs. Boyd 
looks disap
provingly at the 
dancers, but 
doesn't voice 
her opinions. 
She leaves that 
to Mrs. Wilkins, 
who threatens 
to send every
one home for 
inappropriate 
dancing. 



Let's chow down! Nathalie Wisecup and her friends relax 
from exhaustive dancing and take advtantage of the free food 
When asked about the quality of this year's food, the general 
reply was that it "was great." Celebrating the football 

victory over Singapore, 
Senior Tim Martz joins 
the conga line. 

Senior Sujan Park gets 
a chance to dance with 
Homecoming Queen, 
Joannah Kim. Getting their groove on, Ivan 

Montanez and Hector Falcon 
dance to the beat. 

Dance-off champ Michael Hong, shows off his 
winning moves with partner Alicia Hale. 

2006 Homecoming Court: Back Row: Kalesia Winkey, Demetrius Johnson, Avia Fields, 
Aris Wilkins, Jennifer Lee, Jeffrey Jin, Kiera Bonner, Tim Martz, Sarah Yance, Raymond 
Miller; Front Row: Joannah Kim, Tommy Camacho. 



"Hungry anticipation 
Enjoying her lunch, Calethia Christmas warms up with her hot 

L an d spicy ramen by the Dragon Hill Bakery. 

With a bread-
stick in hand 
for empha
sis, Colleen 
Golden talks 
with her 
friends inside 
the Dragon 
Hill Lodge. 

<; ty j 
Si* 

Lunch Time Freedom 
Food Far Body And Seoul 

"Where do you want to eat?" was a phrase 
muttered by many mouths during the last few 
minutes of third period. Hungry anticipa
tion fueled the student's food for thought 
as the bell rang for the lunch release. With 
money in hand, the table savers were the first 
to leave, rushing out the door and racing to 
their destination. Burger King and Popeye's 
to the right, The Dragon Hill Lodge to the 
left, and so many choices in between. 

The tempting smell of fresh bread and 
cheesy pizza wafted through the air at The 
Dragon Hill Lodge, beckoning students with 
its rich aromas to the Pizza Hut, Subway, 
Sundaes, and the Dragon Donuts Bakery. 
Across the street, Burger King and Popeye's 

12 

dished out mouth watering entrees to the 
crowds of eager, hungry teens. 

Back on school ground the Snack Shack 
provided students with food prepared by 
various clubs and organizations. Cheap 
prices and a fast pace allowed students with 
destinations in mind to grab lunch and go. 
All in all, these fifty minutes of free-range 
lunch time rejuvenation got students through 
the last minutes of the day. 

Seated in the Dragon Hill Lodge, Ellen Montgomery gives 
a disgruntled look to her friends across the table when they 
venture too close to her food. 



[ R elaxing at 
lunch, Kia 
Privieta and 
Aneesah Aziz 
fill up on freshly 
prepared 
french fries and 
chicken fingers 
inside the 

I B urger King. 

fueled the student's food for thought..." 

Dressed in the spirit of the holidays, 
with a few creative adjustments, Eric 
Eldridge waits in line for some Pizza 
Hut pizza. 
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Tnsia^Burger King Jasmine Johnson^ 
pouts to her friends about their 

.mistake with her order. . 

Discussing 
their latest 
teen issues 
Amy Stilwell 
and Angela 
Delgado chow 
down on 
their lunch of 
Burger King 
and Popeye's. 

Ready to feast, Maria Martinez, Bianca 
Howard, and Kevin Romero wait anxiously 
in line at the ever popular Subway. 

Concentrating on his me( 
Conrad Montes wolfs dov 
on Pizza Huf s cheesy brec 

^sticks. 



Miss 
Softball 
Ashley Mar-
quardt 

Miss Tri-M 
Katie Bezald 

Miss Show 
Chair 
Joannah Kim 

Miss Concert 
Band 
Sun WeoMin 

Miss Tri-Sport 
Joan Montanez 

Miss 
Basketball 
TaDavia Ran
dolph 

Miss MUN 
Jennifer Martin 

Miss Debut 
Michelle 
Valcnurt 

Miss German 
Club 
Elizabeth Chipps 

Miss Soccer 
Lorna Haney 

Miss NHS 
Jane Burtch 

Outwit, Outplay, 
Outshine 

Stunning in a black gown, with a 
tiara glistening into the lights, Miss 
Engineering Club, Tricia Ro broke 
into tears as she was crowned Miss 
SAHS 2006. Miss SAHS, the annual 
pageant sponsored by thesenior class, 
was unforgettable with unique talents, 
skilled dances, and questions which 
ranged from views on Iraq to "What 
would you do if you were abducted by 
aliens?" The two emcees of the night 
were seniors Dan Stephens and Hana 
Church, who ran the show and even 

adlibbed when judges took extra 
time deciding on a winner. "Dan was 
pretty much hilarious—and Hana was 
a great emcee. She brought pride to 
our Miss. SAHS pageant," said senior 
Amy Kluber. 

This year's pageant featured a new 
categorywhere each girl strutted down 
the runway in an outfit represented 
her. Runway winner, Lorna Haney, 
had a unique description of her outfit, 
".. .and my bra.. .well, that represents 
my friends who support me." 

A 

Tricia Ro, Miss Engineering 
Club, introduces herself to the 
judges. Clearly, they were 
impressed, considering Ro 
went on later that night to be 
named Miss SAHS. 

"Miss SAHS was an experience 
on it's own." 

-Joannah Kim 

"This opportunity was a very 
wonderful and unforgettable 
experience." 

- Joan Montanez 

..mm* ,, , s U " C ft.A k 
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| Emcees Dan Stephens and Hana Church, excitedly open the 
I envelope containing the name of the winner of Miss SAHS. 
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Jane Burtch, Miss NHS, and Jennifer Martin, 
Miss MUN, "pop" onto stage to the tune of the 
80's classic, "Girls Just Wanna Have Fun." 

The contestants sway to the song "Isn't 
She Lovely" as they anxiously anticipate 
the anouncement of the winners. 

TaQavia "brought down the hou 
according to many onlookers wil 
her amazing dance moves. 



"...well, that represents my friends who support me" 

'Lorna Haney, Miss Soccer, performs her own personal Kpflj 

^version of the internet video, 'The Evolution of D a n c e / M g ^ ^  b a b projection 0f a more casual 

•Turning up the heat, Lexie Lewis, Miss SCA, 
jazzed up the crowd with her rendition of "Fever.'j 

Miss 
Renaissance 
Seung K im 

Miss Spanish Club 
Alicia Hale 

Miss Engineering 
Club 
Tricia R a 

Miss Step Team 
Laura Oten 

Miss Swing Club 
Amy Kluber 

Miss Senior Class 
Min Young K im 

Miss JRDTC 
Una Han 

Miss Volleyball 
Mindy John 

Miss Cross 
Country 
Kathleen West 

Miss SCA 
Lexie Lewis 

Miss Swim Team 
Jennifer Graham 
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"they all did a good job.. 

Bringing "Sexy" Back 
Out of all the afterschool 

productions sponsored by 
various clubs, Mr. SAHS is 
definitely the most anticipated 
event of the year. After a month 
of intense practice, the senior 
boys "brought sexy back" to 
crown the next Mr. SAHS. To 
Justin Timberlake's hit song, the 
contestants appeared on stage 
one by one to be introduced and 
wow the crowds with personal 
dance moves. 

The temperature of the 
auditorium soared as the 
presenters announced the second 
segment of the show: beachwear. 
Many opted for the casual 
beach look, dressed in board 
shorts, t-shirts, and sunglasses. 
However, some approached it a 
little differently: James DelaCruz 
stunned the audience by taking 
off his shirt while walking down 
the stage and Dan Stephens 
covered his body with sun block 
to maintain his already-pale skin. 
Along with their fashion sense, the 
audience had a chance to see the 
creative side of these guys when 
they presented their 'inventions' 
that appeal to women. 

After the intermission, the show 
became more interesting with 
the talent segment of the show. 
Chad and Alex Ahn, Jonathan 
Kim, and Avery Fields showed 

off their musical talents while 
Dan Stephens and Tyras Milner 
tried to win the audience with 
humor. There were also many 
unique talents such as 'techno' by 
Alex Diaz, Daniel Park's strength 
tests, and "glowsticking" by Eric 
Eldridge. 

The last segment of Mr. SAHS 
was the interview. Whether 
the question was serious or 
bizarre, the contestants did their 
best to answer it appropriately. 
Immediately after the interview, 
all of the contestants came back 
on stage for the crowning of Mr. 
SAHS. The emcee first announced 
the winners in different segments 
and then announced the second 
runner-ups, David Smalls and 
James DelaCruz, first runner-up, 
Daniel Park, and Mr. SAHS 2007, 
Alex Diaz. 

"We went in there with far from 
little idea what to do and ended up 
completely turning the show into 
something that was altogether us 
- far less serious, absolutely fun, 
and something none of us would 
soon forget," said Alex Diaz. 
The sponsor of Mr. SAHS also 
agreed. Ms. Wilkins commented, 
"They were the most cooperative 
and committed guys I've ever 
worked with. They all did a good 
job.. .for the most part!" 

fee. 
1 

r 
Taking a different direction 
from the other sunbathers, Mr. 
Drama Dan Stephens' beach 
outfit comes complete with SPF 1 

^5000 sunblock. mmm 

As an inventor and Mr. Tri-A/ 
Chad Ahn uses his inventio 
the voice changer, to charm 
the ladies by making his 
voice similiar to that of James 
Blunf's. 

o 
'm 

mes 

Showing off his undiscovered 
talent, DJ Alex Diaz, Mr. 
Martial Arts, breaks out 
his keyboard and plays an 
original song accompanied 
by new beats to entertain the 
crowd. 

He's not the hulk, 
but Mr. JROTC, 
Daniel Chong, 
shows off his power 
during his strength 
test demonstration 
as well as his 
tolerance for pain. 
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Mr. Soccer, Jonathan Kim, 
showed the crowd his sunny 
side. Wearing shades and 
a Hollister t-shirt, Jonathan 
demonstrates how to dress 
in style when going to the 
beach 

While the other contestants chose 
beachwear for tanning and surfing, 
Alex Ahn, Mr. NHS, would rather 
go searching for clams. 



The ultimate winner of Mr. SAHS was Alex Diaz. 
Competing as Mr. Martial Arts, he is overwhelmed 
by the crowd when his victory is announced Tying for best invention with Eric 

Eldridge, Jonathan Jewett explains his 
invention before busting out in dance 
moves that appeal to women. 

Mr. Volleyball, Eric Eldridge, 
was probably the unoffical 
winner of the beachwear 
competition. Look out, 
Conan the Barbarian! 

Mr. Strings, Daniel Park, 
presents his beach wear, 
confident that his bra will 
always be there to support 

Mr. Show Choir, James Dela Cruz, 
walks on stage with no fear, makinc 
a revelation the audience will never 
forget. 



Turning the heat 
up during winter 

^Taking a break from the dancing, Aris Wilkins and Ivan Montanez 
discuss their plans for the rest of the night while cooling down 
Minutes later, they were back on the dance floor 

Lexie Lewis 
and Madison 
Current learn 
how to "Snap 
Your fingers" 
from Christopher 
Behrends sporting 
a snappy tuxedo. 

Interview with Senior 
Christina Roberson 
Winter Ball Chair: 

Q: Was winter ball as big of a 
success as you had hoped it 
would be? 

Q: 

A: 

How many hours on average 
did the committee spend 
planning the dance? 
A lot of hours were spent 
after school, during lunch, 
and on weekends. 

A: 
I 

In all honesty, we didn't 
think it would happen 
had to beg Ms. Wilkins daily 
for her to not cancel the 
whole thing. I kept telling 
her enough people would 
show up at the door, and 

thankfully, they did. On the 
day of the dance, we had 
only about 100 tickets in 
pre-sales, but more than 50 
people paid at the door. 

Q: If you could change one 
thing about Winter Ball 
what would it be and why? 

A: If anything, I would've 

Doing what she does best, 
Kiera Bonner shows everyone 
how spontaneous she is by 
dancing the night away on a 
table. Check please! 

Q: 

wanted more senior class 
participation. This was 
somethinapponsored by 
the senior class, and we had 
much more underclassmen 
than seniors that night. • 

How many people do; 
think participated in 
dance? 
A little less than 200. 
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A lot of... hours were spent trying tQ set the dance up 

Making their 
voices heard, 
Jane Burtch and 
Jonathan Kim 
scream with the 
rest of the crowd 
to get the DJ the 
play another 
slow song. 

Senior class advisor Ms. Wilkins had a hard 
time hearing over the din of the music as 
shown by her puzzled expression. 

Orlando Soto leaves the 
dance happy after hav
ing the last dance with 
Jessica Tulud. 

Card games seems to be a popular sport for players 
and spectators who are uninterested in dance floor 
activities. 

ll Alt hough football season is over, players still stick 
t together. William Kim and Tim Martz make up 
li for their lost bonding time on the dance floor. 

Going to a dance doesn't 
mean that's the only thing to 
do. There is also good food to 
eat, as shown here by Avery 
Fields. 

Caught off gaurd, 
Alexandria Lewis 
and Nathalie 
Wisecup wait for 
another song to 
begin so they can 
start dancing once 
more. 



Beachwear 

SporLvj LenrvLs shoes 

Dsuc\UoSuSpect.s 

TloO popped cottars 



Hip-Hop K-Pop 

TobW 
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S\aron Jacoh JAhiCez 
Activities: Drill Team 

Best Memory: PC Bong, Haloz Ian matches, chilling at Eric's house. 

JkCexander iCehoon 
Activities: Varsity Strings, NHS, Tri-M, German Club, JSHS, Tennis 

Best Memory: Freshman and sophomore years. 

Quote: "Failure is not the only punishment for laziness: there is also 
the success of others." -Jules Rehard 

A 
Chachwicfi desuhng J\hn 
Activities: Tennis, German Club, Varsity Strings, Tri-M, NHS 

Best Memory: Summer break of 2006. 

Quote: "There are no shortcuts to the road of success. But because this 
year's gone by so fast, I th ink I may have taken a few." 

Mathew James S\CCen 
Activities: Show Choir 

Quote: "Life is a repetition of choice and regret." 

RaymondJShchoCas C\Csej)t 
Activities: JROTC, PLDC, Saber Team, Vida Nueva, Baseball, Yearbook, Drill 
Team, Club Beyond, Walk for Fallen Heroes 

Best Memory: 44th Vida Nueva. 

Quote: "I will lie down and sleep in peace, for you alone, 0 Lord, make me 
dwell in safety." -Psalm 4:8 

Christopher Jon JCmado JAquino 
Activities: Wrestling, Computer Club 

Best Memory: Christina Lynn Roberson, Cisco Class. B iology Class. 



Mary Xathryn SArneson 
Activities: Drama Team, JROTC, Rifle Team, Senior Rep fo r SADD, UIL - History & Current 
Events, Vida 44th, Club Beyond 

Best Memory: Traveling and meeting new people, waking up every Saturday at 5:30 AM 
to go to Rifle Team practice 

Quote: "Aim at heaven and you will get Earth thrown in. 
Aim at each and you get neither." 

Michaef JAndrew Bechwith 
Activities: Wrestling, Cross Country, Soccer 

Best Memory: My whole sophomore year. 

Quote: "Ifyou're not first, you're last." 

Christopher Behrends 

Sharon XicoCe BeCcarris 

Mary XCCen Hose "BiCCington 
Activities: Cross Country. Track and Field, Swimming, Forensics, NHS 

Best Memory: So many great and diverse friends. 

Quote: "The sun is gone before it shines." 

Activities: Band, Track. Lady's Basketball Manager, FCCLA, FBLA , DECA 

Best Memory: Ordering my cap and gown. 

Quote: "Don't follow your dreams, chase them." 

A 
Xatherine young BezoCcC 
Activities: NHS, Tri-M, Concert Band. Spanish Club, Jazz band. Far East 
Honor Band 

Quote: "Memory is ho lding on to what you love, what you are, and 
what you never want to lose." 



Susan Lee 'Bryan 

Xiara C. BCak ey 
Activities: Cheerleading 

Best Memory: Far East Cheerleading and Far East Basketball. 

Bonna Brown 
Activities: Varsity Strings, NFIS, Tri-M, German Club, JSFiS, Tennis 

Best Memory: My mom. 

Quote: "Celebrate we will, cause life is short but sweet for certain." -Dave Matthews 

A 
Sean Xavier Brown 

Xiera yvonne Bonner 
Activities: Step Team Captain. Senior Class Vice President, Miss SAHS and 

Mr. SAFIS Pagea nt 

Best Memory: Flanging out in Mrs. Wilkins room all the time, doing the 
morning announcements. 

Quote: You have to live life to the fullest because what you think is fo rever is 
not always granted a tomorrow." 

Matthew IchwarcCBronson 
Activities: Wrestling, Football, Baseball 

Best Memory: Candy. Flalloween. Long Socks. 

Quote: "Goohoohoo." 



Xiara C. BCakey 
Activities: Cheerleading 

Best Memory: Far East Cheerleading and Far East Basketball. 

Xonna Brown 
Activities: Varsity Strings, NHS, Tri-M, German Club, JSHS, Tennis 

Best Memory: My mom. 

Quote: "Celebrate we will, cause life is short but sweet for certain." -Dave Matthews 

Xiera yvonne Bonner 
Activities: Step Team Captain, Senior Class Vice Pre sident, Miss SAHS and 

Mr. SAHS Pageant 

Best Memory: Hanging out in Mrs. Wilkins room all the time, doing the 
morning announcements. 

Quote: You have to live life to the fullest because what you think is fo rever is 
not always granted a tomorrow." 

Matt Hew BcCwarcC Bronson 
Activities: Wrestling, Football, Baseball 

Best Memory: Candy, Halloween, Long Socks. 

Quote: "Goohoohoo." 

Susan Lee Bryan 

\ 
Sean Xavier Brown 
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Jason Jeremy 'Burden 
Activities: Cross Country, Parkour, XMA, Engineering Club, Wrestling, Pro-Gaming 

Best Memory: My years in Cross Country, times with friends. 

Quote: "Take nothing for granted, for everything changes." 

Jane 3-TeCen Burtcfi 

Activities: MUN, Journalism, NHS, Varsity Choir, Cheerleading, 
Cross Country 

Best Memory: Living in Seoul, NYC '05. 

Quote: "Amor vincit omnia." 

JM 
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DanieCB. Cain 
Activities: Football, Wrestling, Band, Powerlifting 

Best Memory: 2004 Summer, Friends, Olivia Oh. 

Quote: "It's not about how many times you fall, it's about how many 
times you get back up." 

Jjimas CAdan Camacfio 

Activities: Baseball, Drill Team, Bowling, Miss SAHS and Mr.SAHS Sound and Light Crew. 

Quote: "Why memorize what you can look up?" -Albert Einstein 
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CCark JLunter Camp bed 

Activities: Football, Wrestling, MUN 

Best Memory: When everybody was screaming my name 

Quote: "Power isn't something you eat." 

Lorraine Canty 

Activities: Yearbook, Cheerleading 

Best Memory: Preston Wolford. 

Quote: "Failure is not the only punishment for laziness: there is also the 
success of others." -Jules Rehard 
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DanieCJoseph CierpiaC 
Activities: Computer Club. Strings 

Best Memory: Being in Mr. Camerud's classes. 

Quote: "Think before you make up your mind." -Sum 41 

Natasha Sun CarCyon 
Activities: Wingspan. NHS, ACS Volunteer. Lights Director, Drama, 
American Red Cross, Book Club President 

Best Memory: Talking about shirts with my friends. 

Quote: "Water the seed of happiness." 

JArthur SAaron Carter 
Activities: MUN, Concert Band, Boy Scouts, Yearbook 

Best Memory: January 12, 1989 when some guy snipped my umbilical cord. 

Quote: "Who brings lasers to a swordfight? Winners, that's who. -Daniel Cierpial 

UanieCJ\ Cfiong 
Activities: Rifle Team, Drill Tea. NHS, MUN, Wrestling, Computer Club, 

Asian Culture Club 

Best Memory: The times spent laughing with friends. 

Quote: "Let us so live that when we come to die, even the undertaker 
will be sorry." -Mark Twain 

Jjana Maria Church 
Activities: Soccer. Cross Country, Far East MUN, Far East Speech and 
Drama, Far East Journalism, NHS 

Best Memory: Dancing and rapping at Miss SAHS, Far Easts, Soccer, 
"Girl Time", Friends. Cookie Cookie, Poker, and Crazy Nights. 

Quote: "Smile and make them wonder what secret is 
making you laugh." 

TCizaheth Chipps 
Activities: Far East Drama, Far East Honor Band, Drama Club, German 
Club. Renaissance, NHS, Tri-M, Broadway Review, Spanish Club, Miss SAHS 

Best Memory: After school Fingerings in Mrs. Clark's room. 

Quote: "Education is what remains after one has forgotten everything he 
learned in school." -Albert Einstein 
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David TauC Cr others 
Activities: Soccer, Football, JROTC 

Best Memory: Chillin', Pusan '06, Far Easts, Fr iends. 

Quote: "You had to be there. Fligh five! Great success!" 

"\ 
Sony a D Davenport 
Activities: Wrestling Manager, School Newspaper, Advanced Band 

Best Memory: Junior Year, Senior Year, Summer of '06. 

Quote: "You can never be old and wise if you were never young and crazy." 

I Jonathan Ciesinski 
I Activities: Math Club, Concert Band 

m Best Memory: Ciesinski Gone Wild. 

o Quote: "Hot 

O cd M on flll 

RacheCShaeCi CounciC 
Activities: Step Team, Renaissance, MUN, Spanish Club, German Club, NHS 

Best Memory: My friends and I taking the subway to random places on the map on 
the Chusok holiday. Everything was dark and the streets were empty. 

It was just us, the streetlights, and the moon. 

Quote: "Life is like a coin. You can spend it any way you wish, wish, 
but you only spend it once." -Lillian Dickson 

James DeCa Cruz 

DevCin Rryce Crooks 
Activities: Cross Country 

Best Memory: New Years with Roman candles. 

Quote: "Tragedy is when I cut my finger. Comedy is when you 
fall into in open sewer." 
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C\6igaiC3~(. DeCgacCo 
Best Memory: Whenever I was having fun with friends. 

Quote: "The best helping hand you will ever receive is the one at the end 
of your own arm." 

Xenneth X. 
Activities: Cross Country, Computer Club. 4-H, Keystone, American Red Cross. NHS 

Best Memory: Making and maintaining new friends throughout high school. 

Quote: "I press on toward the goal to win the prize for which God has called me 
heavenward in Christ Jesus." -Philippians 3:14 

"jjjjjjjTX 
. K nil T\CexancCer Diaz 

Activities: Soccer, Cross Country, Color Guard, Martial Arts. JROTC 

Best Memory: Mi Familia, D&D. The Greatest and Worst events that have 
shaped me, Meaningful Talks, Late Lunches. 

Quote: "Common sense and sense of humor are the same thing moving at 
different speeds." ... . 

Dakota Dittrich 

Christine DaCCis Downer 
Activities: Vida Nueva. Youth Soccer. Yaba, French Club. Cheerleading 
Manager, Drama Club, French Club, Community Service 

Best Memory: Practicing for the Broadway Review. 

Quote: "Let the words of my mouth and the mediation of my heart be 
acceptable in your sight, 0 Lord, My rock and my 
redeemer." -Psalm 19:14 

Trie S. TCcCricCge 
Activities: Swimming, Volleyball 

Best Memory: Making Mr. Paulson ninja-kick his podium over. 

Quote: "Death stares at us all. The only thing a man can do is stare back." 
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Jjugfi Jay TCmer Jr. 
Activities: Speech and Debate, Football, Wrestling 

Best Memory: Moving back to Korea and chilling. 

Quote: "Don't take life too seriously: nobody makes it out alive. 

JAynsCey NoeCCe LiCian Tmery 
Activities: Princess Kuuipolani Cotillion Debutante Queen, Jabberwock, Yearbook, 

Cheerleadirig. Tennis, Cross Country, Track 

Best Memory: Crazy nights in Korea, hanging with my girls: Priscilla, Biancia, 
Teresa, Arianna! 

Quote: "Live life smart and be satisfied with yourself." 

\ 
yong JVoon Tscofrar 

Activities: JROTC, Drill Team, Saber Team, Cross Country, Swim Team Manager 

Best Memory: I don't want to brood over memories. 

Sfiaina Naomi Xscri6ano-M iranda 

Activities: SCA Treasurer. NHS, MU N. JROTC, Cheerleading, Junior Class Sec, 
Sophomore Class VP, Freshman Clas s Tres, Vida Nue va, Kids for Christ 

Best Memory: Traveling with my parents, "The Cinas", Brownie/Peachy, 
Mindy John, Discrete Math QTs, MGRs. 

Quote: "Yesterday is gone. Tomorrow has not yet come. We have only today. 
Let us beg in." -Mother Teresa 

to 

JAmani He6a Janri 1>racCCey 
Activities: Basketball, Track and Field. Volleyball 

Best Memory: Ordering my class ring. 

Quote: "We ask ourselves 'Who am I to be brilliant, gorgeous, talented, 
and fabulous?' Actually, who are you not to be?" 

JAvery Car [ton J:ieCcCs 
Activities: SCA Vice President, S2S, Community Theatre, Far East Drama, 

Far East C hoir, Junior Class Secretary, Guide Right Program 

Best Memory: The many plays, talent shows, Far East ev ents, and 
weekend nights that brought us together. 

Quote: "I never let my schooling interfere with my education." 



'Brittney Simone JieCds 
Activities: Softball. Yearbook Section Editor. Track and Field 

Best Memory: Trip to Beijing, hanging with my girls Bre and Assurance. 

Softball away trips, good times. 

Quote: "People often say that motivation doesn't last. Well, neither does 

bathing - that's why we recommend it daily." 

MaCincCa Susanne JieCcCs 
Activities: Cross Country, Baseball Manager. MUN, Foreign Language 

Fair, Renaissance, JROTC 

Best Memory: Friends, Summer '05, Wild nights, Beijing 

Quote: "What lies behind us and what lies before us is nothing 
compared to what lies within us." 

CfiarCes Jorquer 
Activities: Newspaper Club, Computer Club 

Best Memory: Sleeping. 

Quote: "Picture me rollin'." 

Jennifer (Jrafiam 
\ 

\ 
JAssurance (green 
Activities: Step Team. Varsity Cheerleading Manager 

Best Memory: BAMKSS and hangin' in Mrs. Wilkins' room. 

Quote: "You gotta know when to hold 'em, when to fold 'em, and when to let 'em go. 

3K.Cicia Carrie JJaCe 
Activities: Miss SAFIS. German Club, Spanish Club. Drama Club, Fine Arts 

Festival, Swing Club, Broadway Review, Bye Bye Birdie 

Quote: "Life is running in a crowded plaza and dancing like no one's 
watching and singing like no one's listening." 
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\ 
Essence JTaCes 

XassicCie Marie JAnn J-famiCton 
Activities: Tennis, Choir, Pep Squad, SCA, Show Choir, ABBIT, Bye Bye Birdie 

Best Memory: Tellin'it like it is, "The lazy eye", Bye Bye Birdie, 
SeniorSeminar 

Quote: "Professionals built the Titanic, but amateurs built the Ark." 

Una 3-fan 
Activities: 3 Season Manager, NHS, SCA/Class Re presentative, Pep Rally 
Committee, Renaissance, Saber Team, JROTC, Keystone 

Best Memory: My '07 ladies, Late nights at my house-"The After Z" 
Motel, Raidion K. Fails, Apku. 

Quote: "Do what you can, with what you have, where 
you are." -Theodore Roosevelt 

Lorna JTaney 
Activities: Volleyball, Soccer, Far East Sho w Choir, Softball 

Best Memory: Girl Time, G2G - Hana.Just Go! Go! Go!, Birthday Lunches, 
Summer, "Moses" the snowman, Mandu Parties, Sleepovers. 

Quote: "Here's to the nights we felt alive." 

Xristin Taige 3-farcCing 
Activities: NHS, TRI-M, Far East Ch oir, Show Choir, Drama Club. Bye Bye Birdie, 
German Club, Broadway Review 

Best Memory: Broadway Review. 

Quote: "I drank WHAT?!" -Socrates 

Tiffany M TfenoCerson 
Activities: Swing Club, German Club, Far East Honor Band 

Best Memory: SNOW! 

Quote: "Self-plagiarism is style." -Alfred Hitchcock 



Skxje JLenry 
Activities: Gospel Choir, Step Team, Flag Football, Art Club, Delta Gems, 
Black Fiistory, Spanish Club 

Best Memory: 11th grade trip to Orlando for passing the FCAT. 

Quote: "Take care of you, because everyone is taking care of themselves." 

Omar Levari JLiCC 
Activities: Football, Wrestling, Debate 

Quote: "Don't cry because it's over, smile because it happened." 

"V 
Jeremi J-foCCoway 
Activities: Football, Wrestling, Track, Powerlifting, Mr. SAFIS 

Best Memory: Placing 5th in state for wrestling, Meeting Breigh-Ann Walls, 
Moving to Korea, Shopping in Osan, Playing football in Texas. 

Quote: "I can do all things through Christ who strengthens me." 
-Philippians 4:13 

MicfiaeCJLong 

yviCCiam JVyatt J-Cosea 
Activities: Football, Lacrosse. Golf 

Best Memory: Surfing in Fiawai'i with my friends. 

Quote: "Be the best that you are." 

James Jakovac 
Activities: Swimming 

Best Memory: Good friends and good times. 
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Jonathan Conrado Jewett 
Activities: Wrestling, Computer Club, JROTC, Baseball, Mr. SAHS 

Best Memory: Friends, Family, Esther's smile. 

Quote: "I have had more trouble with myself than with any other man I've met." 

In Sik Xang 
Best Memory: Chilling with friends. 

Quote: "Money, Respect, Power." 

Hyan Jessee 

\ 
MincCy John 
Activities: Volleyball, Basketball, Softball, JROTC, Journalism 

Best Memory: Just Chilling with Shaina, Olivia, Young, Monica. Justin, 
J], and Lia during Winter of '06. 

Quote: "Smile! Smiling!" 

CharCes J or est Jones 
Activities: Wrestling, Wrestling Captain, Football, Football Captain 

Quote: "Doing the right thing isn't always easy, doing the easy thing 
isn't always right." 

Jjye Sun Xang 
Activities: Varsity Girls' Soccer Manager, Concert Band 

Quote: "Delight yourself in the Lord, and he will give you the desires of your heart." 



Quote: "Some say the world will end in fire, some say in ice. From 
what I've tasted of desire, I h old with those who favor fire." 

yviffiam (gyu J-fun Xim 
Activities: Far East Fo otball, Far East Socce r, Asian Culture Club, Math 
Club, French Club 

Best Memory: When we won the Far East F ootball Championship and all 
the players were crying. 

Quote: "Everyday 100%" -Far East Football Team 

Jo anna ft Song Xim 
Activities: Show Choir, Far East Flonor Choir, Miss Show Choir, Tri-M, 

NHS, Renaissance, Club Beyond, Vida Nueva, Keystone 

Best Memory: JRBPFTKP. JONAMIK, My '07 Ladies, Vida Days, 
Smilies Crew, New Year's '07. 

Quote: "Don't worry, be happy!" 

\ 
Dong Xui Xim 

DanieCC Xim 
Activities: Football, Soccer, Swimming, Wrestling, Concert Band, Cross Country 

Best Memory: Everything..The Whole Package. 

Quote: "Smile and the world will smile with you. 
Laugh and they'll think you're high." 

XCex J. Xim 
Activities: Baseball, Advanced Band, Newspaper Club 

Best Memory: Making new friends over the years. 

Quote: "Nothing is carved in stone, you can change anything 
if you want it badly enough." 

in your life 

Jrrances yoonmee Xim 
Activities: Journalism. Cross Country, Tennis, NHS, JSHS, 

Swimming, Strings 

Best Memory: Summer of '05 and '06 in Davis and Boston. 



Jonathan Joon Xim 
Activities: Show Choir, Far East Sh ow Choir, Soccer, Golf, American Red 
Cross, Vida Nueva, Senior Class Representative 

Best Memory: New Year's 2007, Mr. SAFIS. 

Quote: "Sometimes you have to step outside of the person you've been 
and remember the person you were meant to be." 

Joyce y. Xim 
Activities: JROTC, Renaissance, Math Club, Asian Culture Club, Saber Team, Tennis 

Best Memory: Homecoming. 

Quote: "Just because something doesn't do what you planned for it to do doesn't 
mean it's useless." 

~\ 
Min young Christina Xim 
Activities: Senior and Junior Class Treasurer. SCA. Varsity Men's Basketball and Soccer 

Manager, MUN. Renaissance. 44th Vida Nueva. NHS. Keystone. 4-H 

Best Memory: 012, My 2007 ladies and my J.J., New years morning 2006. Discrete 
Math QTs. Jon Kim. Vida Nueva. C. Paek. Fam Time, June 9. 2007 

Quote: "Don't ask the sun to keep shining, it can't: the clouds exist. Don't ask the leaves 
to stop falling, they can't: the wind exists. Don't ask me to stop believing. I can't: Cod 
exists. 

Seung Xwoi Xim 
Activities: MUN, NHS. Renaissance, Show Choir, Senior Class 

Corresponding Sec, Keystone, Vida Nueva 

Best Memory: My lovely girls. 

Quote: "Don't doubt in the dark what God told you in the light." 

DavidX Xincaid 
Activities: Football, Cross Country, Basketball, JROTC 

Best Memory: Playing with my stickshift. 

Quote: "I'm a sophisticated robot sent back through time to change the future. 

Xmy Maria XCuher 
Activities: NHS, French Club. Swing Club. Renaissance, Yearbook, 

Photography, Miss SAHS 

Best Memory: Summer '06 with Jen, Prom '06. 

Quote: "Without the heart, there can be no understanding between the 
hand and the mind." -Madonna 
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•Brittany Lynn Xnajyp 
Quote: "Learn from yesterday, live for today, hope for tomorrow. 

John XayCor Xruse 
Activities: MUN, Piano, Drama Performance 

Best Memory: Far East MUN. 

Quote: "Politics is a word derived from Greek terms: "Poly" meaning 
many, and "ticks" meaning blood-sucking creatures." 

Xicoya NicoCe LangCey 
Activities: Varsity Cheerleading Captain, Step Team Captain, NHS, SCA, Senior 
Class. S2S. Yearbook Editor-in-Chief, Far East Journalism. Far East Cheerleading. 
Mr. SAHS & Miss SAHS Assistant Director. NHS Fashion Show Director 

Best Memory: The Ebonies, Crew, Summer '05. Mrs. Wilkins (and her 
room), Late Nights Out, Miss & Mr. SAHS, NHS Fashion Show. Yearbook. 

Quote: "Everyday is a fashion show, so live life as the runway." . _ -

XnnaXheresa J. LaupoCa 
Activities: Saber Team, Bowling 

Best Memory: Celebrating my 18th birthday. 

Quote: "The secret of success is to know something nobody else knows." 

\ 
TauCine JLee Lee 
Activities: Far East Speech and Drama, Far East Band, NHS, ACC, JSHS, Tri-M, 
MUN, Far East Journalism 

Best Memory: Everything about Far East Drama '07, Brother Mount Fuji, Yarsle, 
My only-Faithe. 

Quote: "Know the true value of time: snatch, seize and 
enjoy every moment of it." 

Sooho Lee 
Activities: Baseball 

Quote: "Don't turn your back to the past, but don't worry about the 
future. Just work hard as each day goes by." 
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JACexancCria DanieCCe Lewis 
Activities: Volleyball, Track, Cross Country, Soccer, Student Council, 
French Club. Vida Nueva, Miss SAHS, JROTC 

Best Memory: Far East M usic '06 and Spring Break '07. 

Quote: "The best things in life are unseen, that's why we close our eyes 
when we kiss, cry, and dream." 

yaeri Lim 
Activities: JSFIS. Show Choir, Renaissance, Asian Culture Club, NFIS, Math Club 

Best Memory: Flomecoming, JSFIS, Far East Ch oir. 

Quote: "A lie gets halfway around the world before before the truth has a 
chance to get it's pants on." -Winston Churchill 

"\ 
Leah SAnne LoefstecCt 
Activities: Swimming, Cross Country, MUN, NFIS, Renaissance 

Best Memory: Friends, Miss SATIS 2006, NSLC in D.C. Summer 2005. 

Quote: "Live everyday to it's fullest." 

Teter J-faymoncCMads en 
Activities: Volleyball, Wrestling, MUN, NFIS 

Best Memory: That one time. 

Quote: "Ropes are for dopes." 

LKsfiCey Diane MarquarcCt 
Activities: Cheerleading, Softball, Miss SATIS 

Best Memory: Being with my friends, Winter Break 2006 in Thailand, 
Alexander Scott Sun, Discrete Math QTs. 

Quote: "From the moment that we met, my world was turned around... 
upside down." 

Sarafi Mafioney 



RaymondJ. MiCCer Jr. 
Activities: Football, Show Choir, Vida Nueva, Computer Club, MUN. 

Renaissance, Math Club, JROTC 

Best Memory: Doing just enough to get by in high school. 

Quote: "I'm sure there's more to life than being really, really good 
looking. I'm planning to find out what it is." 

Jennifer Lauren Martin 
Activities: MUN, NHS, Drill Team. Miss SAHS. Red Cross, JROTC 

Best Memory: Summer 2006 in Georgia and August 2006 in Korea, 
NSLC in D.C. Summer 2005. 

Quote: "A thousand miles seems pretty far, but they've got planes, 
trains, and cars. I'd walk to you if I h ad no other way. -Plain White Ts 
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XimherCy Henee Menius 
Activities: NHS, Wrestling Manager 

Best Memory: From the first day I stepped into high school, 
to the very last. 

Quote: "Life is not about waiting for the storm to pass by, it's about 
learning to dance in the rain." 

JyCer Hoy Meredith 
Activities: Baseball, Basketball 

Best Memory: Chilling with my friends at Chicken HOF. 

Quote: "Don't take life too seriously, you'll never get out alive." 

Timothy Josej)h Martz 
Activities: Football, Soccer, Basketball, Junior and Senior Class President 

Best Memory: Winning Far East Fo otball Championship 2006. 

Quote: "Success if about having, excellence is about being. Success is 
about money and fame, but excellence is about being the best you can be. 

^Alexander James Mcintosh 
Activities: Basketball, Volleyball. Soccer, Drama 

Best Memory: Having good times with friends. 

Quote: "Time doesn't wait for you; make every second in life count." 
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Sun JVoo M in 
Activities: Far East Honor Band, Concert Band, NHS, Tri-M, Renaissance, JSHS, 

Red Cross, Asian Culture Club, French Club, German Club 

Best Memory: Friends. Far Easts, Pep Rallies, Sleepovers, Band. Vacations. Snow. 

Quote: "The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams." 

Joan Montanez 
§ t. ft JH Activities: Basketball, Softball, Volleyball, NHS, Tri-M 

Best Memory: Spanish parties, friends, Miss SAHS (Behind the scenes!), 
c ^ Ms. Stadler. The Office (Ms. Yi and Ms. Diaz). 

Quote: "Without my mom, nothing is possible." 

JacqueCine X. Xloon 
Activities: Tennis Manager, Vida Nueva, JROTC, Club Beyond, Concert 

Best Memory: Summer '05. 

Quote: "Time keeps everything from happening." 

NicoCe Heme MouCcCen 
Activities: Cross Country 

Best Memory: NRB days, Graduation Day. 

Quote: "It's not how much time you're given...it's what you do with 
the time you've got." 

Micfiaef 'Brent JVeCson II 
Activities: Boy Scouts of America, Soccer, Drill Team, Track, Cross Coun try 

Best Memory: Second semester of Senior Year at SAHS. 

Quote: "To live life always exceeding the average>, 
never having been called mediocre. 

Tyras Xenya MiCner Jr. 
Activities: NHS, SCA P resident, MUN Secretariat, MCEC S2S Trainer, 
Basketball Captain. Cross Country, Computer Club 

Best Memory: Finishing my campaign week for School President just 
the way I wa nted and winning the election. 

Quote: "The only thing keeping you from achieving 
anything in life is yourself. JUST DO IT." 



OCivia Mi Oh 
Activities: SCA Recording Sec. Sophomore Class Sec. Junior Qass VP. 4H President. Vida 

Nueva. MUN, Men's Varsity Basketball and Soccer Manager. XC. Saber Team cmdr. Renaissance 

Best Memory:Channing Tatum. Goddess of Earth. Brownie&Peachy + Mindyjohn. "The 
Ginas". Geico. MGRs. my '07 ladies, and Daniel Cain. 

Quote: "If life gives you a hundred reasons to cry. show life that you have a thousand 
reasons to smile." 

A 
Quiriat Jearin Ortiz 
Activities: Band. Soccer, Volleyball 

Best Memory: The experience of coming to Korea, recognizing the 
value of friendship. 

Quote: "You can do a million good things, but just one wrong thing can 
change everything." 

\ 
James Mutter 
Activities: Varsity Soccer, Wrestling, Advanced Band 

Best Memory: Winning the Far East Wrestling. 

Quote: "To learn to succeed, you must first learn to fail. 

XimherCy MnancCa Osenton 
Activities: Soccer Manager, Junior Class Rep. S enior Class Rep. Renaissance 

Secretary, Vida Nueva 

Best Memory: Jonamik, Kumbayas, crazy "adventures", unforgettable 
nights, smilies crew, friends, poker nights, winter break 06-07, hallway 

decorations, dongbu chill spot, Vida. 

Quote: "If you judge people, you have no time to love them." 

Quote: "God 

DanieCJames O'Connor 
Activities: Football. Wrestling. JROTC, Band, Yearbook 

Best Memory: 2004 Summer. 

determines who he puts in your life; you choose who you 
want to keep and who you want to leave." 

~\ _ 
Lauren OL 
Activities: Drama Club. Show Choir, NHS, Tri-M, Far East Choir, Time 
Warp through Broadway 

Best Memory: The rehearsals for Time Warp through Broadway. 

Quote: "The early bird may get the worm, but the second mouse 
gets the cheese." 



Laura XatHCeen Oten 
Activities: Step Team, Yearbook, Varsity Track, S2S 

Best Memory: Decorating the senior lobby this year: I remade friends 
with people from my elementary days and it was awesome. 

Quote: ' Don't make someone a priority when they make you an option. 

Sam Tak 

\ 
VanieCyoonbin Tark 
Activities: Wrestling, strings, Engineering Club representative, Asian 
Culture Club, 38th Vida Nueva 

Best Memory: Getting my college acceptance letter and my NHS shirt. 

Quote: "The first step for success is a heart to succeed." 

Sujan Vang Tark 
Activities: Cross Country, Soccer, Renaissance Committee, Senior Class Representative 

Best Memory: My '07 ladies, Dennis Oh & Brian Joo, Family, ICS-UJB Friends. 
M.Yang, L. Alvarado, J.Lee, H. Boeman, Graduation. 

Quote: "Faith is taking the first step even when you don't see the whole staircase." 

\ 
JACexancCer Creig Terkins 
Activities: Keystone. Football, Wrestling, Saber Team, Drill Team 
Engineering Club, Math Club 

Best Memory: Meeting my girlfriend. 

Quote: "It's easier to ask for forgiveness than permission." 

TaQavia HancCoCpfi 
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J4.rianna Lia Tatta 
Activities: JROTC. Saber Team. Young Women's Camp. Youth Conference, 
Intramural sports 

Best Memory: Hanging with my girls - Aynsley, Teresa. Priscilla, Tiffany, 
and Biancia BFF. 

Quote: "Life is no t measured by the breaths we take, 
but by the moments that take your breath away." 

Tricia Tun Mi To 
Activities: MUN, Engineering Club, Rifle Team, Renaissance, Tennis. NHS 

Best Memory: Miss SAHS night and 12/23/06. 

Quote: "If it's meant to be, it'll pretty much happen." 

Danny yong Tuano 
Activities: Football, Varsity Wrestling 

Best Memory: Winning the Far East F ootball Championship. 

Quote: "Progress is made by lazy men looking for easier ways to do things." 

Tfans Tosser 

Christina L.M. To her son 
Activities: Senior Class Recording Secretary, Yearbook, Miss/Mr. SAHS Director. Far 
East Journalism, Far East Speech and Drama, NHS Fashion Show Hair/Makeup Director 

Best Memory: Christopher Jon Amado Aquino. Ms. Wilkins, Ms. Finklea, Discrete 
Math QTs, Far East Drama, Senior Hallway Decorations. 

Quote: "Speak your mind even when your voice shakes." 

TicharcCJames Toss 
Activities: Swimming, Cross Country, Football. Club Beyond, Vida 

Nueva, JROTC Colorguard, Computer Club, Boy Scouts 

Best Memory: Good times with friends. 

Quote: "Your toast has been burnt and no amount of scraping will 
remove the blackness." -Caboose RUB 
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Jonathan MichaeCRuiz 
Activities: Track and Field, Football, Computer Club, Cross Country 

Best Memory: The day my sophomore year ended. 

Quote: "God is not mocked, for whatever a man soweth, that shall he also reap." 

JACvin Sanagustin 

JfoCCy Lynn Sawyer 
Activities: Cross Country, NFIS 

Best Memory: Playground, Bob the pillow. 

Quote: "Woo!" 

Jfannah Meaghan Scott 
Activities: Marching Band, Concert Band, SGA, Beta C lub, Spanish Club, 

Community Volunteer 

Best Memory: While running back to school in the rain with an ice cream cone, 
I t ripped in the middle of the crosswalk and ice cream smeared all over my face. 

Quote: "Happiness comes when your work and words are of benefit to yourself 
and others." -Buddha 

Jessica LyneCCScott 
Activities: Track, Volunteer Work, Choir, Drama 

Best Memory: Summer of Sophomore Year. 

Quote: "There are three good reasons to go to school: 

June, July, and August." 

Che lYoo Shin 
Math Club, French Club, Wrestling 

When I went to Far East Wrestling. 

Quote: "Love you babies." 

c 

Activities: Asian Culture Club, 

Best Memory: 
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"David SmaCCs 
Activities: Basketball, Football, Track, Chess Club, Poetry Club 

Best Memory: My four years of high school. 

Quote: "Life is what you make it." 

JAndrew Sujin So 
Activities: Wrestling, Cross Country, Concert Band, JROTC 

Best Memory: 2004 Summer, Hawaii 2005. 

Quote: "I always tell the truth, even when I lie." 

V 
DaniefC. Stephens 
Activities: Far East Dr ama 2005-2006 & 2006-2007, Far East Journalism 
06-07, Miss SAHS 

Best Memory: Far East Dr ama 06-07 (Mt. Fuji). 

Quote: "There are some things in this universe which exist in your 
philosophy and science, but some things exist solely in the 
mind of Dan Stephens." -Shawn Dugan 

David Lee StdLweCC 
Activities: Football, Wrestling, JROTC, Band. AVID 

Best Memory: Summer of 2005. 

Quote: "Shake 'n Bake." 

Christopher Robert Sturtevant 
Activities: German Club, Yahrrbuck, JSHS, MUN Photographer 

Best Memory: Meeting my long lost twin. 

Quote: "Madness? This is Sparta!" 

Jonathan DanieCSuCCivan 
Activities: Key Stone, 4-H, JROTC. Wrestling, Computer Club. Club 

Beyond, NHS, Walk for Fallen Heroes, Columbus Day Parade 

Best Memory: Billie Vogt. 

Quote: "You know you've made something of your life when you look at 
the mirror and the person looking back is who you wanted to be." 
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MichaeCJ. Tag arte CCo 
Activities: Basketball, Volleyball 

Best Memory: Seoul nights with friends. 

Quote: "I don't want to be a product of my environment, I want my 
environment to be a product of me." 

Teresa Sue Takemoto 
Activities: Volleyball, Basketball Manager, Yearbook, 

Coach Middle School Intramural Volleyball 

Best Memory: Hanging with my girls: Aynsley, Arianna, Pri scilla, Tiffany, and Bian cia. 

Quote: "Cherish yesterday, dream tomorrow, live today." 

UarryCTV. Thome 
Activities: Wrestling, Saber Team 

Quote: "It's not that we are inadequate, it's that we are powerful beyond measure.' 

A 
Joshua Shin Toth 
Activities: Football, American Red Cross 

Best Memory: Just chilling with friends 

Quote: "There is a good reason why they call these ceremonies 
'commencement exercises'. Graduation is not the end, it s t he beginning. 

Zoe Jin Turner 
Activities: N H S ,  R e n a i s s a n c e ,  F r e n c h  C l u b ,  W a l k  f o r  F a l l e n  H e r o e s ,  

Keystone, 4-H 

Best Memory: Horbitz. 

Quote: "Desire is individual. Happiness is common. -Julian Casablancas 

No Can JViCCherto TiracCo 
Best Memory: When SAHS won the football championships. 

Quote: "What I do today must be worth it because I'm paying a day of 
my life and the price is hi gh." 
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Sarah S. \fance 
Activities: Cross Country, Swimming, NHS 

Best Memory: Sleepovers, G2G, gobble gobble, michaelangelo, chilling, 
crazy nights, coolbeans. 

Quote: "Being grown up isn't half as fun as growing up, these are the 
best days of our lives." 

Michelle XateCin yaCcourt 
Activities: Eddas Literary Arts Magazine Editor, Strings, Tri-M, Creative 
writing club, Drama, Therapeutic Horse Riding Camp Teacher, Choir 

Best Memory: Germany trip, summers jammed withjenna, roaming the 
streets of Seoul with K.Cobb, chilling with my fellow movie buff, Samantha. 

Quote: "We make a living by what we get: we make 
a life by what we give." -Winston Churchill 

'Victa (gieneCCi "Reyes 
Best Memory: Hanging out with friends. 

Quote: "The reason why your heart is on the left is because it's not always right." 

A 
"Breighann VVaCCs 
Activities: Drama Far East Team, Step Team, and Speech Event 

Best Memory: When Mrs. Wilkin's room was BIGGER and everyone would be in there 
clowning, having classes with friends, BAMKSS, Valentine's Day '07, meeting Jeremi Holloway, 
and as "crazy as it gets" times with Brittney Fields, Assurance Green, and Skye Henry. 

Quote: "Only I can change my life. No one can do it for me." 

XathCeen Shannon VVest 
Activities: Cross Country, Track, NHS, Miss SAHS, Art Honor Society, , \ A, 

Relay for Life, Figure Skating, National Spanish Honor Society f B ̂  : : ~ 

Best Memory: When my friends picked me up from Baltimore 
Washington International Airport dressed like animals over Thanksgiving. 

Quote: "A risk is better taken and failed than not taken at all." .§ 

SAaron Sejong VVoCfgang 
Activities: Yearbook, JROTC, NHS, Vida Nueva 

Quote: "If you see a fork in the road, take it." -Yogi Berra 



Jo fin JDavicC \/6arra 
Activities: Vida Nueva, Drill Team, Key Stone, 4-H, Walk For Fallen Fleroes, 
Far East JROTC, PLDC 

Best Memory: Jennifer Simmons. 

Quote: "Live your life to the fullest, never know when it'll end." 

Joanna HutH June 
Activities: NFIS, Colorguard, Renaissance. Club Beyond, Vida Nueva. 
American Red Cross, Class Representative, Soccer Manager, Keystone 

Best Memory: Precious moments with God, Family, Friends, '07 Ladies. 
Jonamik (Wesis), The Mountain. 

Quote: "Now faith is being sure of what we hope for and certain of what 
we do not see." Flebrews 11:1 

TrisciCCa MicfieCe linger 
Activities: Basketball 

Best Memory: Hanging with my girls, Arianna, Teresa, Biancia, Aynsley, 
and Tiffany. Best f riends forever. 

Quote: "Ifyou can't be a good example, be a horrible warning." 

Jfana Xim ZoCik 
Activities: NHS, Color Guard, Rifle Team, Renaissance, Advanced Band, 

Math Club, Asian Culture Club, JROTC 

Best Memory: PLDC 2006, Winter Ball, JROTC Ball, Class o f 2007. 

Quote:'If you really want something, then you will make it happen." 

\ 



Juniors. 
• • r 

, 
On September 20th the junior class 

elections, sponsored by Ms. Fields, 

Iiok place in the Falcon gynv A total 
f  te n  c a n d i d a t e s  r a n  f o r  t h e n i f f i c e s  o f :  

President, Vice President, Secretary, and 
Treasurer. 

There were some minor micropnonej 
problems during the elections, but they; 
were soon resolved Ail of the speeches) 

•feto 1 

given and heard, the jun 
and cast their votes. 

With prom in the balance, the 
When the a 

she 
Id be 

Jin was VP. Sean 
Paek won Tre 

Kimisha Edwards, who was 
elected Junior Class President, 
gave her speech with confidence. 

Sean Woodruff, Treasurer, as
sured the Junior Class that this 
year's prom would be the best 
because of all the money the 
junior class raised last year. 



Boatwright, Paul 
Boeman, Hannah 
Bontly, Melissa 
Brown, Jesse 

Bums, Daniel 
Campbell, Ji 
Chang, Szu-Ning 
Chapman, Katherine 

Elected to the Vice Presidency, 
Jeffrey Jin used humor to 
encourage the class of '08 to 
vote for him. 

Chris Paek convinced the voters to 
elect him to the office of Secretary 
with a clever speech. 



HCXJA /STW 
1 CAlJfVf 



Elliott, Kulani 
Escobar, Jung-Min 
Fallis, Steven 
Feleciano, David 

Ferrell, Clarence 

Fields, Sandra 
Fland, Jamila 

Fox, Monica 
Frazier, Jamillah 
Garcia, Michael 
Golden, Colleen 

'onna 



Groves, Daniel 
Guerrero, Rikki 
Guthrie, Barry 

Hagen, Michelle 
Harkness, Jason 

Hartley, Christopher 
Heckerl, Tristan 

Hong, Clara 
Howard, Michael 

lllg, Adam 

Jeon, HyeJo 
sn, Sung Cho 

Jin, Jeffrey 
i, Marquintez 

i 



FolSeing Most Likely to Succeed 



Lax, D'Jon 
Lee, Aesop 

Lee, Seung 
Lee, Ye Ji 

Lewis, Chris 
Lohr, John 

Lohr, Samantha 

Luna, Andrew 
Lyos, William 

Manning, Avianca 

Mitchell, Madison 
Mohn, Jeremy 





r Being Best looking 

Sae Hee Ahn 



Warren, Katresha 
Watson, Stephanie 
Weber, Keith 
Weis, Nikita 

Weishman, Daisy 
Wenzel, Olivia 
Wilson, Bryan 
Wisniewski, Joseph 

lONE AT jTIMf 

PLEAJf 

Witherspoon, Kendra 
Woodruff, Sean 
Wright, Ariello 
Yang, Monica 

Yi, Jonathan 
Yu, Dongik 
Yu, Michael 



Hosted at the Falcon Field, the sophomorejdass file 
srs to participate in the class elections Wit! into the bleach 

four candidates running, speeches were presented and cH 
least two included props Jessica Fyfe decided to,temp 
voters with candy, while Alphonso Mills used a poster tc 
help voters remember his name He also decided to ere 
ate a catchy slogan, "Vote Pronto For Fonzo!" as a closing 
to his speech. 

With the speeches finished and voters 
ballots, Ms.Simpson, the sophomore class: 
the class and created the cheer "09 is the besl 

Results were in the next day, and the new < 
class representatives were Alfonso Mills, Presic 
Fyfe, Vice President, and the two candidates \ 
opposed, Esther Choe, and Yung Chang as c 
surer and Secretary. The sophomore class > 
in electing capable class representatives 

Presiaen^lpnons^MMl^^^i 
• created a poster for the visual 
1 learners so they would remember 
kto "Vote Pronto for Fonzo!" A 

Jessic^yf^Dunie^Jsuar 
enthusiasm into her speech and 
convinced voters to elect her to 
the office of Vice President. 

I 

Alphonso Mills, who was 
• later elected Sophomore Class 
[President, tells voters what he will 
\do for them during the year. 

pr. Jf ' I 'jH 

Sophomores 



Bittner, Tyler 
Boeman, David 
Bolander, Jessie 
Bolduc, Jeremy 



For Being Most Outgoing 

Calethia Christmas 

Bruhnke, Melissa 
Bryan, Sarah 

Burmahl, Melissa 
Burtch, Ava 

Busby, Jillian 

Cabrera, Aaron 
Carter, Matiqua 

Chang, Yuna 
Cheong, Ji Hye 

Choe, Erica 

Choe, Ester 
Choe, Gracia 
Chong, Alina 

fmas, Calethia 

Priscilla 



Lauren 
jam, Kristina 



For Being Best Dressed 



For Being Best Looking 



McLlean II, Joseph 
Mercado, Edwin 
Mills, Alphonso 
Minobe, Sarah 
Montanez, Ivan 

Mounts, Donavan 
Myatt, TyLicea 

Na, Do 
Nelson, Michaela 

Novak, Sarah 



Roberts, Alexandra 
Rose, Riccari 
Ross, Michael 
Russell, Paul 

Schade, Sarah 
Shields, Edward 





Wherry, Victor 
' Wilkins, Aris 

Williamson, William 
Wisecup, Nathalie 

Witkowski, Ericka 
Wolford, Preston 
Ybarra, Richard 
Yim, David 

Yim, Sally 
Zinger, Bianca 

Teacher 

MsJohansen 12% 

Sra.lozano 8 

Mr. Clausen 7% 

Coach Harden 23% 

Ms. Helm 20% 

Other 30% IBIlk 

„ . 



Adkins, Brandon 
Alexander, Chanice 

Amnott, Troy 
Anastasia, Nicholas 

Aziz, Jawhar 

Baik, Yoo Jin 
Bard, Etan 

Barnes, Jaremy 
Jcwith, Elizabeth 
Bennett, Jeremy 

Bledsoe, Cierra 
Boalwright, Priscilla 



Crystal Pryear 

Carlyon, Katrina 
Chae, Michael 
Cheong, Ji Young 
Cho, Angela 



Donahue, Cullen 
Eastlake, Emily 
Fetcinko, lynn 

Fogg, Sasho 



Hentges, Angela 
Hill, Sarah 
Hollard, Mark 
Howell, Devon 



Kim, Jennifer 
Kim,John 



Iison 

Lee, Jerell 
Lee, Jong 
Lee, Levana 

Lee, Max 
Lehane, Patrick 
Lieberg, Anthony 
Lim, Suyeon 

Lobdell, Christopher 
Long, Lionel 
Matautia, Gabriella 
Matthews, April 

Other Charlie! 

Popeyes 





Facebook 8% 

Other 29% 





CLASSIFIED 
CLEARANCE LEVEL 

Turner, Eirpricia 
Vallejo, Lynett 
Wagar, Austin 
Walk, Carrie 

sr, Jeffrey 
Wester, Vanessa 
White, Jason 
Williams, Ray 

Winkey, Kalisia 
Wisniewski-Witt, Ashley 
Workman, Nakia 
Yim, Chang Hyun 

You, Jae 
Yu, Soo 
Yun, Chul 
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PROFILE • 
&ARBEE-PERZ.OO, 
KATHLEEN 

OUTG-OING- PRINCIPAL 

PROFILE-. 
SENNETT, POBERTT 

INCONING- PRINCIPAL 

IT IS INPEEP A PLEASURE TO BE PART 
OF SAHS! CODING- IN THE NIPPLE OF 
THE SCHOOL YEAR HAS PRESENTEP ITS 
O\NN SET UP CHALLEN G-ES INCLUPING-
PAcKlNG- OUT ANP NOVING- HALFWAY 

AROUNP TH E WORLP, LEARNING- TO 
PRIVE IN SEOUL WITHOUT INCIPENT, 
PEALING- WITH WELLOW PuST, ANP ALL 
THE OTHER NORNAL PCS APTUST-
NENTS. T4ROUG-HOUT IT ALL, THE 
SAHS STUPENT BOPY ANP FACULTY 
HAVE BEEN NOST WELCOMING- ANP 
SUPPORTIVE. SAHS IS TRULY A G-RE AT 
PLACE TO G-O TO SCHOOL ANP TO 

WORK! ' 



HIPPLEWITH. 
BERNARP, 

ASSISTANT 
PRINCIPAL ASSISTAAJT 

PRINCIPAL 

PROFILE: 

BLLIOT, HVEOUN 

NURSE. 

PROFILE-. 
P\OOP, PAULA 

BPUCAVONAL 
TECHNOLOG-IST 

NURSE 

PROFILE-. 
WOOPRUFF. 
CHARLES 

INFORMATION 
SPECIALIST 

PROFILE-. 
NWOSU, 
LAKISHA 

PROFILE-. 
HCHAN, ALICE 



PROFILE-. 

BRATCHER, 

DENINE 

PROFILE-. 

PROFILE-. 

BOYP, STEVE 
PROFILE-

BLACK, 

HATTHEW ToPP 

PROFILE-. 

PINKLEA, 

NICHOLE 

CLARK, LAURIE 

* NOTE* 
ALSO FOREIG-N 

LMG-UAG-E DEFT. 

PROFILE-. 

HETHER/AA/Y , 

A NN 

PROFILE-. 

DUSTER, 

AIARILIZA 

PROFILE-. 

LPOHANSEN , 

BRANPI 

* NOTE* 

A\LSO FI NE ARTS 



PROFILE-
PRACKER, LEE 

PROFILE-. 
BSPIRITU, AN NIE 

PROFILE-. 
GTON2-ALE2-, 
LVNNE 

PROFILE-. 
PARK, LISA 

PROFILE-. 
YI, CHAE 

PROFILE-. 
PIARTIN, BRIAN 

PROFILE-. 
HARRCHE-RR, 
VJILLIAN\ 

PROFILE-. 
SIMPSON, 
SPAINNTAY 



PROFILE-. 
CAAXERUP, KURT 

PROFILE-. 
BOYP, PATRICIA 

PROFILE-
HENPERSON . 
LEONARP 

PROFILE-. 
HEPG-PATH, DON 

PROFILE-. 
WILK/NS, SUNE 

PROFILE-. 
WHITE, DAVIP 

PROFILE-. 
THOMPSON 
CHARTERS 

PROFILE-. 
POTTER, SARAH 

PROFILE-. 
HITCHELL 
KRISTEN 



PROFILE-. 
CULLEN, DAVID 

PROFILE-
PLORES, BKILIA 

PROFILE-. 
HALONE, JOHN 

PROFILE-. 
Ross, ANDREW 

PROFILE-. 
HARTZ-, 

BARBARA 

PROFILE-. 
G-REAVES-LRTIN . 
JACKIE 



PROFILE-. 
SCHNMOT, 
PIICHAEL 

PROFILE-
CHANG-, 
CHVONG- - YNG-

* NOTE* 
ALSO TEACHES 
ENGLISH AS A 
SECOND LANGUAGE 

PROFILE-. 
YI, KVONG- HUI 

PROFILE-. 
HILG-AR, DE NNIS 

PROFILE-
HICKS, 

CHARLOTTE 



PROFILE-. 

KOPROWSKI. 

WARILYN 

PROFILE-. 

Kwon, 

YONG-, CHY/A 

PROFILE-. 

HANNING-, PPEFF 

PROFILE-. 

PAR, YOUNG- Ho 

PROFILE-. 

YI, WYONG- CHA 
PROFILE-. 

VYILLIANSON 

WILLIAM 

PROFILE-. 

DIAZ, 

TAN/A PWONG- SLFA 

LEARANCE LEVEL 







/ wan tin be a— 
Career Practicum: Real experience for real students 

* 

As an elective, Career Practicum provides excellent opportunities for high school students to increase knowledge and skills 
needed in the real world. With Ms. Bratcher as the new teacher, Career Practicum has become more than a class to gain first
hand experience in a career field. Students spent the first quarter learning and practicing acceptable social and behavioral skills 
needed in order to get a job and succeed at it. 

Starting from second quarter, students began applying to job openings on base, such as the various departments at the Dragon 
Hill Lodge and the Seoul American Elementary School. Zoe Turner, a student working in the DHL's accountant department, 
describes her work as exciting but hectic. She says, "Because I'm new, I'm only assigned to do easy tasks, such as copying or 
filing, but it still takes a lot of time to finish these tasks. I'm positive that as time passes, I'll be assigned to more difficult tasks 
that broaden my knowledge in this field." 

Currently, Career Practicum is only available as an elective for juniors and seniors. Ms. Bratcher believes that a student should 
be mature and be able to handle the stress he or she might encounter from their bosses or co-workers. However, all students in 
Career Practicum believe that the experience is priceless. At the worksite and the classroom, Career Practicum is helping stu
dents gain a better idea of their life after high school. 

"Dress nicely and sharp!" 
The Career Practicum 
teacher, Ms. Bratcher, 
informs her students how 
much of a difference 
clothing makes in creat
ing a positive image. 

Yellow. Green. Orange. Chris
tine Spann helps a kindergart-
ner learn different colors with 
gummy bears. 

Knowing the alphabet is a must 
to Zoe Turner as she files records 
for the accounting office at the 
Dragon Hill Lodge. 

Chris Aquino carefully pushes a cart 
while looking around for any 
obstacles in the Dragon ware
house. 



Sporting a nifty 
Dragon uniform 
Alvin Sanagustir 
works hard at hi 
job at the deli. 

Academics 

"I like how Ms. Bratcher is dedicated to improv
ing the class and making sure we have Jun while 
teaching us how to become successful in the busi
ness world." 

-Daisy Weishman 

-* 95 

1 like working at the Dragon 
because I get to see what hap
pens behind." 

Chris Aquino 

What 
dill you 
enioy 
most 
about 
CP? 

Tyler Meredith moves 
a box of fruits at the 
warehouse so dif
ferent > 
hotel c 

at the 
e them 

later on. 

Working for the marketing depart
ment, Jane Burtch listens to her boss 
as she gives directions on how to 
store the New Years decoration 
used for a party. 



Seemingly tasting the sweet 
sounds of her own cello, 
Frances Kim shows graceful 
finger work. 

Expressing their appreciation, the string 
students present Ms. Lee with a bouque 
after their performance on December l! 

The string ensemble fills the 
Dragon Hill Lodge lobby 
with sweet music as they 
perform Christmas carols 
for the public. Ava Burtch takes a 

short break during the 
performance to rest her 
arms before playing the 

.violin solo. 

On the behalf of the 
entire string ensemble, 
Alex Ahn accepts an 
award from General Bell. 



It's not rap, it's not rock, it's not pop. It's the classical sounds of Bach, Mozart, and Beethoven. The 
Strings Ensemble created the sounds that made you want to turn off your MP3s and CD players. It was the 
medicine that reffeshesd the soul and reminded the listeners what music really is. 

Twenty-three violins, six cellos, one bass, and one piano joined together for the many performances by 
the Strings Ensemble. One important performance was General Bell's Christmas party at the Dragon Hill 
Lodge. In appreciation for the the tasteful sounds the strings ensemble had to offer, General Bell personally 
presented an award for their participation and charity in playing for the community. Other community 
performances included four Christmas parties, a United Nations reception, and a performance for the 
soldiers at Camp Red Cloud along with Tri-M and Choir. The strings also had a holiday performance for 
the school and played at the opening ceremony for the annual MUN reception. 

A new violinist to the Ensemble, Michelle Valcourt, commented, "The strings program here at SAHS 
is one of the most active I have ever played in." However, for all their great achievements, the best 
accomplishment was bringing enjoyment to their listeners. "It has been another wonderful year of music 
from the string ensemble. This talented group of musicians performs for many community functions and 
represent our school very, very well," remarked Ms. Lee. 



Katie Bezold demonstrates the 
proper finger placements to 
her fellow sax player, Tyler 
Bittner. 

Carrissa Fowers 
plays her 
french horn at 
a football game 
for the crowd, 
and a good 
grade. 

At a pep rally, Alex 
Suh, waits for his cue 
to play from Mrs. Lee. 

Bryan Lee is 2nd chair alto-sax, 
and an important part of the band. 

During the 
Winter Concert, 
Elizabeth 
Golden plays 
her saxophone 
like a pro! 

Another day of 
Band begins and 
Christian Purcell 
prepares his 
saxophone for 
practice, first with 
the cleaning then 
the tuning. 

Alphonso Mills 
demonstrates his 
percussion skills 
during a football 
game. 



Sitting in the front, Seungji Rhodes, 
stands out from the crowd by 
playing her part perfectly at the 
Chrisitmas Concert. 

[ Playing her 
clarinet, Col
leen Golden, 
hits the high 
notes and 
the low notes 
with great 
ease and 

I grace. 

The 
Sounds 
of 
Success! 

Back Row Chanice Alexander, Austin Wager, Sean Kincaid, Matthe Nutter, Kevin Martinez, Tyl 
I 4 tfi Row Alphonso Milis, Matthew Cunningham, Ivan Montanez Jr., Solomon Ghim, Jonathan C 
3rd Row: Jennifer Lee, Bryan Lee, Alex Suh, James Nutter, Michael Andrew So, Avia Fields, Har 
2nd Row: Jessica Cho,Yoo Jin Baik, Angela Cho, Sara Park, Lee Ann Schade, Ester Cho, Clara Buss, 
Front Row: Essence Hales, Tracy Kim, Sarah Shade, Soo Ran Kim, Jessica Franklin, Sue Kim, Pai 



They say music is a window into a person's soul. Reverberating into 
the hallow crevices of the human mind, music speaks to us. It breeds 
inspiration; overwhelming and consuming us until we strive to create 
music of our own. Students unleashed these feelings through band. 
Whether they joined Beginning, Intermediate, Jazz, Advanced, or even 
Concert Band, students let loose their heart song. 

Students were exposed to different genres of music. No matter if it 
was Christmas songs in the winter, the National Anthem in the spring, 
or even pop and some rock for football games and pep rallies, the band 
students set the mood for any and all occasion. 

Mrs. Lee, the band conductor, has worked at SAHS for 17 years and 
each year she helped students to their full potential. But even when 
Mrs. Lee wasn't there, student directors, Elizabeth Chipps and Pauline 
Lee were a great help. "Though we had a class of 73 students, we all 
learned how to make ONE musical sound," said Pauline Lee. 

This year, 21 students were accepted into the prestegious Far East 
band. Along with the Far East choir students, SAHS had twice as 
many students in Far East than any other DoDDS-Pacific school. 
In Okinawa, students played and practiced music with the top musi
cians from other DoDDS-Pacific schools to put together an amazing 
concern. All-in-all, another great year of music! 

Trombonist Thomas Kenney blares his 
instrument during the Winter Concert. 
Thomas was one ot this year's Tri-M 
honorees. 

sr Bittner, Katie Bezold, Ricky Bezold, Brice Hwang, Sharon Belcarris, Mrs. Lee 
iesinski, Daniel Kim, John Lohr, Ben Vlahos, Tiffany Henderson, Ben Rishards, Rozier Cody 
a Zolik, Carmen West, Ariella Wright, Carissa Fowers, Hannah Boeman 
Jonathan Langley, Elizabeth Chipps, Tylicea Myatt, Ehjin Chung, Michelle Flickinger, Colleen Golden, Jin Lok Oh, Alex Kim, Roy Quismundo, Andrew Ji 
dine Lee, Amanda Ruddock, Priscilla Chung, Michelle Kwan, Sun Woo Min, Jessie Bolander, Jackie Moon, Kulani Elliot 



Back Row: Chanice Alexander, Austin Wager, Sean Kincaid, Matthe Nutter, Kevin Martinez, Tyler Bittner, Katie Bezold, Ricky Bezold, Brice Hwang, Sharon Belcarris, Mrs. Lee 
4th Row: Alphonso Milis, Matthew Cunningham, Ivan Montanez Jr., Solomon Ghim, Jonathan Ciesinski, Daniel Kim, John Lohr, Ben Vlahos, Tiffany Henderson, Ben Rishards, Rozier Cody 
3rd Row: Jennifer Lee, Bryan Lee, Alex Suh, James Nutter, Michael Andrew So, Avia Fields, Hana Zolik, Carmen West, Ariella Wright, Carissa Fowers, Hannah Boeman 
2nd Row: Jessica Cho,Yoo Jin Baik, Angela Cho, Sara Park, Lee Ann Schade, Ester Cho, Clara Buss, Jonathan Langley, Elizabeth Chipps, Tylicea Myatt, Ehjin Chung, Michelle Flickinger, Colleen Golden, Jin Lok Oh, Alex Kim, Roy Quismundo, Andrew Ji 
Front Row: Essence Hales, Tracy Kim, Sarah Shade, Soo Ran Kim, Jessica Franklin, Sue Kim, Pauline Lee, Amanda Ruddock, Priscilla Chung, Michelle Kwan, Sun Woo Min, Jessie Bolander, Jackie Moon, Kulani Elliot 



2007 Inductees: 
Nicole Ciesinski 
Kathryn Judge 
Jonathan Kim 
Dong Kim 
Joan Montanez 
Eu Jean Roh 
Daniel Cierpial 
Esther Kim 
Frances Kim 
Michelle Valcourt 
Olivia Wenzel 
Ricky Bezold 
Tyler Bittner 
Avia Fields 
Colleen Golden 
Thomas Kenney 
Sara Park 
Ariella Wright 

Lauren Oh starts out 
the evening's festivities 
with a solo rendition 
of "Vador Pupille" by 
Handel. 

Ms. Riehle takes a few minutes 
to explain to the audience the 
purpose of the Tri-M organization. 

Senior Tri-M members 
Sun Woo Min, Pauline 
Lee, and Essence Hale 
provide a flute trio. 
Essence also provided 
piano accompainment 
for several numbers. 

Tri-M President 
Chad Ahn and 
Secretary Alex 
Ahn perform the 
closing piece in the 
induction concert. 

Co-sponsors Ms. Lee and Ms. Riehle 
present new inductee Thomas 
Kinney with his certificate. 

^ m What do you get when you cross academic excellence, leadership and an exceptional GPA with musical talent? No, not 1 
the National Honor Society, but the Modern Music Masters (Tri-M for short). Only students who have met these criteria , 1 
could be concidered for membership into this honorable society. For those exceptional students who made it, the induction 
ceremony took place on October 3rd in the auditorium. It was a mix of musical performances by current members and the 
formalities of induction for the eighteen new members. The night closed with a violin and cello duet by Chad and Alex 
Ahn. Our chapter of the Tri-M society has only been in existance for the last two years, it has already left its mark on our 
school. 

"Our goal here is to spread music throughout the community." said Mrs. Riehle who, along with Mrs. Lee, is in 
charge of this organization. Within Tri-M, there is a council of appointed officials who plan events, meetings, and such 
concerning the group. The council consists of President Chad Ahn, Secretary Alex Ahn, and Treasurer Sun Woo Min. 
"This year is the real start of the Tri-M." says President Ahn. Throughout the year, the organization participated in 
concerts and special performances, including a special concert for the soldiers on the DMZ. 

t J 

to spread music throughout the community." 



Ms. Riehle lets show choir take a break 
from a performance at the Homecoming 
football game for a quick picture. 

"Everything came 
out beautifully" 

Male voices are also a needed to 
make a great choir. Sean Brown, 
Jeffrey Jin and Jeremy Bolduc lead 
the tenor section at the Winter 
concert. 

A l l  , ..I of those rehearsals must have 
• paid off. Yuna Chang hits every note 

perfectly at the Winter concert. 

[ What Amanda Irwin is thinking? 
Whatever it i s, it m ust be 
helping with her singing. She is 

i really singing from the heart. 

All eyes are now on you. Saya 
Novinger and Aesop Lee sing a 
duet at the winter concert. 

"/ loved choir because everyone 
was so nice and great singers." 

Suyeon Lim 

'leaching here is a joy. Students 
are so talented and hard working 
and disciplined that it's easy to 
teach them and reach excellence.' 

Mrs Riehle 



Advanced Choir 

Back Row; Kendra Witherspoon, TaQavia Randolph, Richard Ross, Seon Gyu Kim, Sean Brown, Gabriella Matautia, Anna Laupola 
Middle Row: Kaffia Jones, Shakeila Jones, Daniel Burns, Michael Garcia, Kassidie Hamilton, Hana Zolik, Szu Ning Chang, Brittney Grandy 

LFront Row: Ji Yoon Kim, Alicia Hale, Bianca Ruiz, Max Lee, Demetrius Lucas, Sarah Bremer, Mary-Kate Kruse, Jennifer Kim, Suyean Lim 

Show Choir 

Back Row: Jamila Fland, Kulani Elliott, Saya Novinger, James Delacruz, Chris Behrends, Raymond Miller, Jacob Powers, Michael Hong, 
Kristen Harding 

Middle Row: Eujean Roh, Seung Kim, Yaeri Lim, Aesop Lee, Dong Kim, Avery Fields, Ji Hyun Campbell, Monica Jeon, Nicole Ciesinski 
Front Row: Clara Hong, Yung Chang, Monica Yang, Jeffery Jin, Shaanan Burrell, Joannah Kim, Ariella Wright, Kathryn Judge 

About sixty students are members of the 3 choirs. These classes were filled 
with incredibly talented students from every grade level. Anyone who likes to 
sing was able to join Choir, but it took a great singer who is full of passion to 
earn a spot in Show Choir. 

All of the classes did their share in raising the spirits of everyone in the 
school. All of Mrs. Riehle's choir students performed in the winter and spring 
concerts. Show Choir also performed at many of the sporting events, such as 
the Far East basketball and volleyball tournaments. Many students were able 
to participate in the choir KAIAC competition. This event was held in March 
and it was held at home for the second year in a row. Students auditioned for 
the coveted spots in this select activity. Also, twenty-seven lucky and talented 
students were selected to go to Okinawa to represent our school at the Far East 
music conference. 

It may have looked fun to perform in all the events, but a lot of hard and 
dedicated work went into making the concerts great. Of course, singing had 
a big part to do with; however getting the ideal voice took a lot of practice. 
Another item that took plenty of practice for the students was memorizing the 
all the songs. However, in the end everything came out beautifully. "They are 
always well prepared and sing very well. It's very important that they are and it 
really shows in their talent," said Mrs. Riehle. 

Practice makes 
perfect. Rachel 
Hunt practices 
until she hits 
every note with 
perfection. 

I It m ight have been early 
in the morning, but the 
show choir still makes an 
excellent performance 
before the basketball 

[tournament. 
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Digital camera: izuuu 
Pagemaker and Photoshop: $1200 
Time it takes to make one page: 14 hours 
Being able to say "Imade that"... 

Yearbook: Our memories, our school, our book 

Grass stained and worn 
down, Chris Sturtevant risks it 
all to get a perfect picture for 
the Football page. 

Making sure his camera's white balance 
is set for the indoor lighting of the gym, 
Patrick Gillilan takes pictures of the Pep 
Tally for Dr. Barbee. 

"With my grammar and photogra
phy skills, as horrible as they are, 
it's a wonder that I'm passing this 
class - and as an editor at that." 

Christine Montgomery 

Editor-in Chief, Nicoya 
Langley, makes correc
tions on Chris Lewis's pag< 
before giving her the final 
approval. 

Looking through a 2006 yearbook, 
Kelsey Clemons searches for ideas 
for her copy 

Ellen Montgomery starts off her first 
year in Yearbook assigned to the art 
department. She uses a tablet on her 
background to give it a professional 



Deadlines! The word the whole yearbook staff dreaded. Students enter class thinking it was an easy "A"with loads 
of free time. Wrong! Yearbook consisted of hours of hard work: creating pages, taking and editing pictures, 
writing copy, and attending more school events than any one person would ever want. 

The amount of work put into a page was unimaginable, with every page being checked for style, fonts captions, 
layout and format by the feared Editors and Advisers, whose approval came only after dozens of revisions. Work 
in this class couldn't be finished in one eighty-five minute period. It takes dedication on weekends and holidays, 
and attendance at school events. 

But all the hard work from last year paid off when the 2006 Yearbook was placed in the "First Class" category 
in the National Scholastic Press Association 

Also, being a yearbook staffer didn't come without perks. Candy, all-access press passes and a certain amount 
of freedom were included in the class. Hard work, going to every measure to get the perfect pictures, computers, 
and writings: those were only the beginning to being a part of the class that really represented school spirit. 

Sarah Yance laughs with Hana Church 
as they set their cameras for outdoor 
lighting during the homecoming foot
ball game. 

Front row: Ellen Montgomery, Hana Church, Jessica Kay, Mrs. White 
Second row: Christine Montgomery, Chris Lewis, Aaron Wolfgang, Nicoya Langley, Brittany Harden 
Third row: Pauline Lee, Calethia Christmas, Brittney Fields, Avianca Manning, Rikki Guerrero, Laura 

Oten, Jane Burtch, Liya Fetcinko, Kelsey Cobb 
Fourth row: Aaron Carter, Mr. White, Chris Sturtevant, Patrick Gillilan, Robert Ahlers, Kelsey 

Clemons, Michelle Ward 

Calethia Christmas gets her pictures 
approved by veteran Photo Editor 
Chris "Birdie" Sturtevant as newbie 
Rikki Guerrero looks on. 

Section editor, Alyse 
Schaefer, demon
strates the proper 
way to resize a pic-
tiure to one of the 
freshman newbies, 
Jessica Kay. 

Kelsey Cobb glances 
through an old yearbook 
for examples of usable 
action photos. 



The first ever, sixteen-page quarterly printed newspaper began this year with a new 
class offered at the school: journalism. Students not only worked inside the classroom, 
but they found themselves spending a lot of time out of class interviewing people, taking 
pictures of different activities, and getting the inside scoop of the school. 

After going behind the scenes, the students then had to spend hours writing their 
copy for the fast-coming deadlines. Different from other classes, when deadlines 
rolled around, the staff had no choice but to stay after school for hours until it was 
finished. "Even though it takes up our Saturdays and sometimes our Sundays, the final 
copy is really nice, and it is a good feeling to see people reading what we made," said 
Frances Kim. "I'm pleased with the progress of the first year revival of Wingspan, 
and the quality of the students I got with the first year journalism class. I hope that the 
Wingspan will grow in quality," said advisor David Clausen. 

Doing last minute touch-ups, Dan Stephens and Hana 
Church discuss changes that must be made. 

Rachel Council works on the news page which focused on new 
policies at the school for AP classes. 

Edit...edit...edit. Jane 
Burtch knows the 
drill when it comes to 
tweaking little details 
on a layout. Back row: Daisy Weishman, Apryl Newkirk, Song Ho Downes, Tyras Milner, 

Michelle Valcourt, Rachel Council 
3rd row: Sonya Davenport, John Kruse, Brittany Knapp, Frances Kim 
2nd row: Erica Na, Emily Bradford, Jane Burtch 
Front row: Daniel Stephens, Hana Church, Vanessa Wester, Mindy John, 

Advisor David Clausen 



With no time to lazy around, 
Vanessa Webster, Emily 
Bradford, Michelle Valcourt and 
Tyras Milner know the drill: come 
into class, sit-down, and begin 
to work. 

With the tirst ever, 
16 page print edition 
of the Wingspan, 
students were anxious 
and excited. Dan 
Stephens found plenty 
of takers when he 
helped distribute 
copies. 

SungHo Downes, YunHe Kim 
and Kiersten Blyzniuk gather 
around to discuss new and 
controversial topics for the 
upcoming issue. 

When crunch time 
came, people began 
to break. Stressed 
out, Dan Stephens, 
Frances Kim, Mindy 
John, and Hana 
Church feel pressured 
by Mr. Clausen. 

Excited with the first issue of the 
Wingspan, Frances Kim hands 
out the newspaper to students. 
The first edition was available 
not only in print, but online. 

Hard at work! Deadlines looming! The entire journalism class 
spends every available minute working on their articles or layout for 
the next edition. 



Company, Attention! 

Calvin Ogburn and fellow 
Color Guard member, Chris 
Kimball, show their serious 
side while presenting the 

With Joe Lau leading, 
the other cadets fall into 
place and wait for further 
instruction on how to 
preform a drill. 

Spinning his rifle with 
intense focus, Tommy 
Camacho demonstrates 
his skills to the class. 



Many students signed up for JROTC because they have experience with military life in the community. 
With opportunities to participate in formal inspections, JROTC Ball, and scholarship entries, 149 cadets 
are currently enlisted in the Falcon Battalion. 

The program provided students with many skills needed in order to succeed in life after college. Cadets 
are assigned actual ranks to learn how to be responsive to constituted authority and as students continue to 
excel, they are given leadership positions, such as the battalion and regimental commanders. 

In April, the annual JROTC Ball was held at the Embassy Club. The Ball is another chance for the 
cadets to experience military tradition, as they "dine-in." While the men were required to wear their Class 
A uniforms, the ladies had the option to wear a formal dress. JROTC Queen, Mindy John said, "It was an 
amazing night to see all the cadets and dates dressed so nicely. Also, they all behaved well in the formal 
environment... probably because they just didn't want to be 'sent to the grog'." 

Still not convinced to join? Col. Hedgepath reminded students, "Besides all the life-long skills students 
learn, upon completion of JROTC, they can also acquire accelerated ranks if they decide to join the 
military." That's a $4,000 difference to your starting salary! 

The prestigious Color Gourd 
proudly displays their flags 
as they "strut their stuff" 
across the Falcon Field. 

CSM Braswell patiently trains 
the new recruits in the parking 
lot of the Falcon Field. 

The Color Gaurd's 
preformances are 
always a hit at Falcon 
events; but this year 
the group also made 
several appearances 
at other events around 
post. Here, James 
Madsen and Mark 
Hollard have the 
honors. 

'The ball was more enjoyable than 
any other dance this year. Everyone 
had a blast!" 
With her escort Zack Vogt, Fourth 
year JROTC cadet, Jennifer Martin 



Challenge Yourself 
AP Art History and 
AP Studio Art students 
visit galleries exhibiting 
the works of Jean Dubuffet 
and Robert Combos. Field 
trips like this were just 
another opportunity in 
which Advanced Placement | 
students were able to take 
part. 

10th Grade Honors students, lead by Alicia Furner, 
use the hallway to work on a diorama for Ms. Hick's 

class. 

•I-

Attention, commitment, dedication, and time all factor 
into a successful year in an AP course. AP's, which are 
advanced placement classes, are offered to juniors and seniors 
at SAHS. Freshman and sophomores are also able to study at 
a more advanced level by taking an Honors 'combo-course' 
which combine English and World History. Honors and AP are 
taught at a higher level and faster pace in hopes of preparing 
students for college. 

Classes such as AP Language and Literature engage 
students in becoming skilled readers and writers. The intense 
concentration on language use in these courses enhances 
a student's ability to use grammar appropriately with 
sophistication and a stylistic maturity. 

AP Mathematics classes include AP Calculus and AP 
Statistics. Both classes are college-level courses that prepare 
high school students for more advanced courses. Science 
classes include AP Physics, AP Biology, and AP Chemistry. 
In each of these students are able to go above and beyond the 
normal classroom setting to conduct studies and labs in their 
given subject. 

AP Social Studies classes include AP Government and AP 
US History (a.k.a. APUSH). These classes are time consuming 
and require a student with a sharp mind in order to memorize 
facts, and make connections. And students who have 
previously excelled in an art class can enroll in AP Studio Art. 

All of these courses prepare students to be successful when 
they take the AP Exam in May, which can earn college credit. 

Students willing to invest their time in any AP classes should 
have a deep understanding of the work required, but also be 
aware of the great opportunity Advanced Placement classes 
offer in regards to preparing one for college. 

Dennis Cho stares 
blankly towards the 
front of his APUSH cla 
Dennis found taking 
two AP classes on top 
of extra-curriculars, 
friends, and family was 
a challenge, but also 
"rewarding." 



The 8 Fold Path 
1 Right View 

2.Right Intention 

3.Right Speech 
4 Right Action Ethical 
5.Right Livelihood C°ndUCt 

6 Right effort 

7 R'9ht Mindfulness 

8 Right Concentration 

Wisdom 

Mental 
Development 

Slaving over AP Calculus, Daniel 
Chong and Jonathan Kim rely on coffee 
to keep them awake. 

AP Studio Art student, Chris Lewis, 
multi-tasked on a field trip by listening to a 
guide and enjoying a doughnut all at once. 

irn and Nilantonio Echevarria, 
ntation. Calvin said APUSH was 

!
>e it allowed him to reach a better 

Maria Garcia makes a Power 
Point presentation on Buddhism as 
part of study of comparative religion 
in Mr. Black's 9th grade honors class. 

Zack Vogt takes notes in 
preparation for his AP exam 
in early May. 



While chewing on the end of her paint
brush Seung Min Lee tries to find some 
suggestions to help improve Joyce's picture 
before the final coloring stage. 

Yaeri Lim shows an examp 
of her work to Joyce Kim. 
Her portfolio shows a con
centration in "overlapping' 

Chris Lewis and Christine Montgomery 
prepare the ink trays for their new task, 
inking human anatomy pictures. 

Daniel Chong shows Mrs. Latin his final 
choices for his AP portfolio. 

Clark Cambell grabs a seat and shows off 
his creative pottery designs. 



"AP Studio Art is difficult but fun. 
The deadlines keep us constantly 
working." 

Lorna Honey 

Art classes were set up for individuals to find inspirations and styles of their own. A 
variety of methods and mediums exposed the students to artwork of all kind. Fieldtrips 
to galleries with the works of Jean Dubuffet, Robert Combas, and Rene Magritte, got the 
students up-close, sketching, and taking pictures of the artwork itself. 

Replacing Mr. Balch from last year is Mrs. Greaves-Latin. "This year's my first full time 
art class and my first AP studio class. The AP studio art workshop was a lot of fun. I was 
exposed to a lot of different art I've never seen before. The students here make teaching any 
subject pretty enjoyable. They're flexible with their art, and hardly ever complain. I wake up 
glad to go to work", stated Mrs. Greaves-Latin. 

Every class had its own individual method when it came to creating art. More hands-on 
artwork was done in Ceramics, where students used pottery wheels and clay to create their 
artwork. Fundamentals of Art taught students lessons on color, value and other aspects of 
quality artwork. Once students learned the proper properties of art, they used those steps 
and techniques toward creating a "legit" piece of art. 

Art History took the students through a time line of various art techniques, fresh and 
unique to its own time period. Students in Photography captured shots of every day objects 
and turned then into works of art. Drawing class got the student's artist eye trained on 
aspects of the human anatomy, sketching aspects of the human figure that we find beautiful. 
Last but not least, Studio Art and AP Studio Art required students to create works of art 
from every genre, and prepared them to a life of art outside school. 

'The Photography class is fun. 
It improves your skills on taking 
pictures alot." 

Anna Laupola 

More modern medias are available to art 
students as well as the traditional pen and 
pencil. Gienelli Victa and Lorna Haney 
experiment with Photoshop. 



AVID is a motivational college prep class that teaches its students better 
their organization and writing skills. AVID prepares students for college 
by equipping them with skills that they can use for the real world, like 
good study skills, organization skills, good researching skills that they 
can use in college and when finding a job. AVID students make a digital 
portfolio that will be used for finding a job or college. 

An Interview with Kalisia Winkey: 
Q: How long have you been in AVID? 
A: Going on 4 years now. 

Q: What do you like most about AVID? 
A: It gives you a lot of feedback for college. 

Q: Why did you choose AVID? 
A: I didn't choose, I was accepted and the reason I was accepted is 

because I thought it would help me be more organized - and it did. 

Q: How do you think it helps others? 
A: I think it motivates them to do well in school and to go to college. It 

gives them hope that they can go to college. 

Q: Do you think it is a successful class? 
A: Yes, it really is because no one fails, it gives us organizational and 

writing skills, college motivation, and hope. 

skills....and hope. 

Y///////////Y". 

SAHS graduate Andre 
Burrell talks to the AVID 
students about how his 
experiences in AVID 

^ helped him. ^ 

Kalisia Winkey, Kayla Randolph 
and Demetrius Johnson really 
played the part during the Hal
loween Haunted house while still 
trying not to scare away the kids. 

Ray Williams became the 
Zombie of Elvis at the haunted 
house but forgot how to play 
the guitar. 

At the AVID Haunted house, 
Alex Perkins puts on the scare 
with his authentic Zombie face 
paint. 

While Kathryn Judge grabs makeup, Shawnia 
Johnson talks about some of the AVID assignments 
that are going to be due. 

Kathryn Judge helps re-apply Maggie Burher's 
Halloween makup for the AVID haunted house 
while Karen Haigler looks on. 



"It's a completely different 
environment than I'm used to. 
It's safe r and smaller." 

Mrs. Benevides 

"It's chaotic, we always are 
seperated but somehow it 
helps." 

Hector Falcon 

Focusing on winning, Hector Falcon 
learns the rules of "Phase 10" from 
Denise Taylor. 

Hector Falcon and Kayla Randolph discuss their 
digital portfolios in a group disscutions with 
Cheynal Reid and Karen Haigler. 



Graphing calculators are 
a must in high school matf 
courses. Students work in 
groups to compare results 
their calculators. 

Scalpel, please! 
Shaina Escribano 
helps Jay Elmer cut the 
cat7s stomach in the 
dissection tray. 

As Shaina Escribano seperate the skin from the fat, Dr. Flores 
exclaimed, "Look how fat this cat is!" 

There's never a break from math. Mr. Yi's Algebra II cl ass 
continues to work on problems in class after a daily quiz. 

Kimberly Osenton, Dennis Cho, Luke Dorrough, and James Nutter cannot 
take their eyes off of the ramp as Mr. Malone tries to test it out for an 
experiment. 



Whether it's solving a problem using the quadratic equation or dissecting a cat, students must face math and 
science classes throughout their entire high school academic experience. 

Three years of mathematics is required to graduate from a DODEA school. Students can achieve these 
credits through a variety of classes; Intro. To Algebra, Geometry, Algebra II, Math Analysis, Discrete Math, 
AP Calculus, and AP Statistics are all offered at SAHS. Math is probably the most disliked subject in a student's 
schedule, but also the most necessary - so, embrace those variables and shapes! Regardless of what career you 
choose to pursue in the future, math will most likely play a major part in your day to day life, therefore, taking 
your math classes seriously is definitely in your best interest. 

Moving on, walking down the science hallway at SAHS, you shouldn't be surprised to find anything from a 
cat dissection to a pendulum swing lab. Some science classes are required, such as chemistry and biology. Once 
a student has completed required credits, they can spend their time in engaging in whatever science class appeals 
to them. Human anatomy with its cat dissections and in depth study of the human structures and functions 
is a fun yet rigorous option. Advanced Placement classes are also offered in Physics, Biology, and Chemistry. 
Whether you're trying to understand the fundamental laws of science or the life processes of a living organism 
- putting your all into a science course will not only impress future colleges but increase your understanding of 
the world around you. 

Shakeila Jones is surprised by the sudden burst of fire 
. f rom the burner as she works on her chemistry lab. 

During Mr. Sidoff's chemistry class, Jennifer Trombly 
cautiously mixes different chemicals to create a solution during 
her lab assignment. 

Christina Robinson 
takes notes on the 
speaker's explanation 
of various landscapes 
during an Engineer Day 
presentation. 

Chris Sturtevant, Tricia Ro, 
Zack Vogt, and Leah Loefstedt 
track the velocity with the 
speedomitor during physics. 

AcacLemibs - 115 
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The students of Mr. Black's class are 
up on the latest technology, even if 
the topic is medieval chivalry. "To be or not to be..." Language Arts 11 students take 

on the task of taking the Bard's words and making a 
sentence out of them. Not an easy task! 

w 

While learning the skills to be proficient in using the 
English language, students in Language Arts classes were 
asked to complete assignments that required a little creativity. 
For Ms. Finklea's English class, students created their own 
sonnets; Ms. Duster's English class transferred their personal 
essays onto PhotoStory for presentations; and Ms. Senter 
incorporated her forte, in French language and culture to 
teach various Language Arts skills to her English classes. 
The four year requirement of Language Arts in the DoDEA 
curriculum stresses how important these classes are in 
developing student's abilities to communicate effectively. 

Some people put less emphasis on social studies compared 
to subjects like math or science. However, social studies 
classes are the place to gain a understanding of peoples and 
cultures, past and present. In social studies classes, teachers 
used a variety of methods to help students understand the 
world around them. Ms. Kim's World Regions classes 
learned about Korean cultures through peer presentations. 
Ms. Bratcher streesed the importance of keeping up with 
current events as she related them to events in history. As 
the focus shifted to U.S. History, students studying World 
War II created original propaganda posters, and in U.S. 
Government, Mr. Boyd used video tapes of current judiciary 
members and congressmen to give students a thorough 
understanding of the three branches of government. 

Kenneth DelValleReye 
and James Delacruz, 
sporting matching 
senior t-shirts, seem to | 
be sharing a secret in 
Language Arts 12. 

Language Arts 
students had a rare 
oppportunity to work 
with a traveling expert I 
in Shakespeare. Tim 
Martz was given a 
chance to "spread his 

I w ings" during a skit. 



*Social Studies...helps students 
understand their roots, see their 
connections to the past, and...see 
relevance to their lives." 

Ms. Bratcher 

"...it is essential that students have 
a deep understanding of the peoples 
and cultures tha make up our global 
community." 

Mr. Black 

Hannah Scott and Skye Henry take 
notes on an article about the women 
in Darfur for a project in Language 
Arts 12. 

Alex Suh holds up his home-made drawing to help illustrate what 
he and his partners Joseph Delacruz and Shaanan Burrell are 
trying to explain in World Regions class. 



Computers, computers, computers. It seems you 
can't go anyplace today without finding a computer. 
From the bank, to Burger King, computers are a part 
of our everyday life, and students who wish to "make 
it" after high school will need those skills. 

Luckily, the business and technology classes 
provided all the experiences budding entrepreneurs 
needed. Students had the opportunity to earn the 
coveted MOUS (Microsoft Office Users Specialist) 
certificates in Ms. Wilkins' classes. In Ms. Boyd's 
business classes, students learned the ins and outs of 
personal finance, business law, and accounting. 

Moving down the hallway, students got a chance 
to get their hands "dirty" in Mr. Camerud's IT 
Essentials class, where tearing apart computers, 
making repairs and installing and configuring 
software were the order of the day. Some students 
also had a chance to try their hand and brain at 
CISCO networking, giving them skills they would 
need 
for those high-paying jobs of the future. 

The technology department was rounded out by 
the courses offered by Mr. White. Ranging from 
desktop publishing and Java programing to web 
design, multimedia and of course the ever-popular 
yearbook. "You have to be self-motivated, but the 
skills will be great for the real world," said publishing 
student Alysse Schaefer. 

1-
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Business Management requires a careful 
reading and attention to detail, as is 
discovered here by Aynsley Emery an 
Monica Yang. 

Understanding exactly how warranties 
and guarantees work is an important " 
part of the courses taught by Mrs. 
Boyd. 

[Mary Arneson finds out it is difficult 
to get her hands into the small spaces 

[ of a computer's "innards." 

ITWtsW 



Samantha Lohr concentrates on 
her paperwork in business class. 

Trying to avoid strangling 
himself with all the wires, 
Daniel Chong digs deep into 
the guts of a computer in the 
IT Es sentials class. 

Charles Jones digs into the moth
erboard of his computer as part of 
the hands-on experiences provided 
by ITE. 

Getting the paperwork done 
correctly is also an important part 
of the IT j ob, as Michael Andres 
is learning. 



"The most fun thing about teaching 
Chinese is listening, writing, and 
speaking. The most difficult thing 
about teaching Chinese is the writing 
and reading." 

Mrs. Chang 

"My favorite part about teaching 
German is the food, the culture, and 
when the student finally understand that 
German is a useful language." 

Frau Clark 

"My favorite part of teaching Spanish 
is my Spanish 4 class." 

Sra. Lozano 

Parle vous trancais? asks 
Suzanne Riopel. 
"Oui" replies Michelle Doyle 
while sitting in the French 3 
class. 

"S'il vous plait pouvoir 
vous repete cela?" asks 
Aaron Jessee when Mrs. 
Senter spoke too quickly 
to be understood. 

What happens on "Fat Tuesday in 
French class?" Danielle Riseley and 
Alexandria Lewis get dressed up in 
Mardi Gras costumes. 



The foreign language program was one of diversity and challenge. With eight unique teachers teaching five distinct languages, 
students learned their second, third, or fourth foreign language and in the process learned about different cultures and peoples. 
Each class participated in its own hands-on activities and projects, which helped students become more confident with their 
speaking and writing skills. 

Newly-added Mandarin Chinese proved popular and filled up quickly, with Ms. Chang dividing her time between the high 
school and middle school. Frau Clark, probably the most comical foreign language teacher, included presentations and food to 
help with student's skills. Sra. Baker, who taught Spanish 1 and 3, used a no-nonsense approach and gave students quizzes and 
'pop-presentations' on a regular basis, and Sra.Lozano required her Spanish 1, 2 and 4 students to do their best and work hard. 

Mr. Schmidt, who taught French 1 and 2 as well as ESL, enjoyed not only teaching his students via books, but also through 
conversation and activities, while Mme.Senter worked hard to teach her French 3 and 4 students all they could learn about 
the French language and culture, including how to make crepes. Ms. Kim and Ms. Yi both worked hard to teach their Korean 
classes, and definitely had the 'home team advantage' with field trips and activities right outside the gate to help develop 
students' all around skills and knowledge of Korean culture. 

"You can always use a helping 
hand when taping up stuff on a 
bulletin board," says Ashley Kim 
as she posts the French 3 Mardi 
Gras masks. Alex Mcintosh, Spanish 3 

student, concentrates on 
translating the sentence on 
the board. 

Trying to find the correct lesson 
in their Korean 4 book, Angela 
Cho and Nicole Wells continue 
to look as class starts. 

During German 2, the class got a 
chance to act out famous people in 
German history. 



Let's Get Physical 
Displaying pure strength and concentration, 
Avery Fields does push-ups using the round 
balls during his P.E. class. 

Christian Purcell learns it's not all running 
and lifting in gym classes; tests were also a 
requirement at the end of every unit. Written 
tests covered everything from sports history tc 
techiniques of particular games. 

Knowing that stretching before a workout is 
crucial, Kathleen West concentrates on her 
'twisting'. 

Lorraine Canty and Sonya Davenport show 
that situps with a 25 lbs. weight on your 
chest are not as easy as they look! 



mm mmmm^m 
Looking for an easy "A" and think a P.E. class is the perfect 

option? You better think twice! Physical Education is more 
challenging than many students suspect. All DODEA students 
are required to take a year and a half of gym class and there 
are many options to choose from. Combative Sports, Personal 
Activity and Nutrition, and Conditioning are all offered. Students 
are often shocked at the amounts of work required in these 
classes; gym students do everything from run a weekly mile to 
learning the history of many sports we are all familiar with. 

Still think it's easy? Think again. Students not only have to 
learn the techniques required to play the sports, but they also 
must learn the origins of each sport they play - which include 
basketball, volleyball, and pickleball. Sometimes during the 
summer months, the students get the opportunity to learn basic 
swim strokes at the pool. 

At the end of each quarter, the P.E. students are tested on their 
physical ability and the improvements they made. This consists 
of the mile run, sit-and-reach, flexed arm hang, and sit-ups. "P.E. 
is not just for athletes. It is about teaching students a way of life, 
and to help them develop healthy habits," says Coach Hicks. 

• 

[ W orking through 
the pain, Aris 
Wilkins pushes 
himself to finish 

L his w orkout. 

1 
[ Gym teacher, 

Ms. Hicks, 
demonstrates 
how she handles 
students who 
forget their gym 

L clothes! 

m 

ft 

j rati 

C. I 

• Nicole Moulden, is assisted by 
1 classmate and friend Malinda 

kUJ 

Fields, as she lifts weights. Having 
a 'spotter' is a safety precaution 
taken in gym classes. 

: D aniel O'Connor 
strains himself as he lifts 
weights during Ms. Hicks 

I c onditioning class. 

Earl Belcarris 
focuses on breaking 
his personal record 
of pullups. 

"IP5 been proven physical 
fitness and a well-ballanced diet 
promote academic achievement-
it starts with physical educ ation." 

Coach Pak 
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Breighann Walls, Bailey 
Busby, and April Matthews 
show off their costumes while 
cleaning out the costume 
closet. 

As drama students endure lots of 
stress, Ms. Flnklea demonstrates 
just how to release all of it through 
certain motions 

Alexandra Roberts carefully applies 
her make-up before the students' last 
performance which also served as 
their final exam. 

Michael Beckwith, 
Bailey Busby, and 
Matt Bronson all 
move in unison as 
they rehearse a 
group section of 
their final show. 

Dropping it 
like it's hot, 
Calethia 
Christmas 
thows her 
hands 
up while 
rehearsing 
for the final 
show. 



When you sign up for drama 
you think easy A, right? Wrong. 
Being in Ms. Finklea's drama class 
requires you to step out of your 
comfort zone and soar like the 
Falcon you are. Drama students 
did everything from pantomimes, 
reader's theatre, and even reciting 
monologues. "Drama helped with 
lots of things. Even though Ms. 
Finklea put me in my place a many 
of times; but drama is still my 
thing." says Calethia Christmas. 

The class had much diversity. For 
many it was the first time being 
on stage; but to the majority 
drama was a passion. They set 
the bar high when they performed 
their amazing monologues for 
Ms.Finklea and the class, leaving 
Ms. Finklea with nothing much 
to do but sit back and let them 
soar and soar, and do more and 
more. "I've learned that kids have 
a passion for the arts here, whether 
it be acting or singing. This is the 
one thing they use as an outlet and 
I love to witness this." says Ms. 
Finklea 

5 

An 
Interview 
wrih 
Ms. FinMea 

Nichole Finklea, SAHS drama 
teacher for two years, will sadly 
be leaving us this year. She has 
no doubt left a part of herself on 
the students in her drama class. 
"She did too many things for me 
and I'm very greatful and I'm 
furious that I will never get to 
work with her in Drama team 
because she is leaving, I am sad" 
says Calethia Christmas, a first 
semester B-l Drama Student. 

YB: Why are you leaving? 
NF: It's time. I also wanted to 

do relief work and in my 
heart it's time to go. I'm not 
married; I have no kids, the 
timing is perfect. And I feel 
its time to go. 

YB: What do you want do you 
want to be remembered for? 

NF: Just as a teacher who tried 
to teach her kids a little 
about English and a lot 
about life. I really love my 
kids and I'm open to learn 
from my kids. I want to be 
known as a learner. I just 
want to make a positive 
difference in the world. 

% 

CD 
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"Drama is the best. Just 
thinking about it, / get 
excited (Finklea emphasis). 
It's a wonderful experience 
to be with eleven other 
people who, like myself, are 
crazy and get together and 
act like the crazy people 

HEL r 

— 
* * 
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Needle, thread... .machine. 
All of Mrs. Fields' students 
were required to learn how 
to use a sewing machine as 
Dakota Dittrich and Daniel 
Ayersman demonstrate. 

Almost done. Just a little 
more DONE! Aynsley Emery 
smiles at the thought of finish
ing her sewing project. 

Who knew guys could 
sew? Min Chul Bae 
and Micheal Andres 
prove that this isn't just 
a class for girls. 

Knives are not toys! 
Monica Yang is handed 
a knife-carefully-for 
washing, as Barry Guthrie 
wisely steps back. 

At the Fabric Market, Jennifer Sim
mons, Kia Privitera, and Sasha Fogg 
walk around together to find interesting 
and colorful fabrics for Home Ec class. 
The different colors and patterns really 
catch their eye. 

Showing they have 
become expects in cook
ing as well as sewing, 
Dakota Dittrich and Daniel 
Ayersman add egg to their 
orange cake batter. 



Adam lllg opens a can ?f 

orange juice to add to the 
orange cake he is making 
in Family and Consumer 
Science. 

We used to call them Home Economics classes, and they were 
the classes the girls took while the boys took shop. Things have 
changed. A new teacher but a familiar face, Ms. Fields provided 
students in every grade level and level of interest an opportunity 
to practice the skills needed to live on their own (without Mom 
there to take care of the detail of daily living) and interact with the 
real consumer world. Courses ranged from Nutrition and Fitness 
to Independent Living; from Family and Consumer Science to 
the career pathway course of Lodging. Students learned to cook, 
sew, plan budgets and menus. Topics ranged from a discussion of 
personal relationships, parenthood, family life, infant care, courtship, 
and conflict resolution to more global topics of gainful employment, 
corportate structures, and interpretation of global financial markets. 

But these were not just discussions. Students had an opportuntity 
to put their "book knowledge" to the test in real-world activities. 
Those might range simple trips to the fabric market to make 
informed selections for projects, to preparing PowerPoint 
presentations on selected consumer topics. Lodging students had 
the opportunity to work directly with our own Dragon Hill Lodge 
to see what actually goes on behind the scenes in a real lodging 
situation. 

But of course, the ultimate payoff in any class was having the 
chance to enjoy the results of all that work. Be it taking nap using 
a new pillow you made yourself, or chowing down on culinary 
creations, the final result is what counts. "Making you own food, 
then EATING it? It's heaven." said Monica Yang. 

Academics -







Getting applauded 
for their hard work, 
Renaissance recipients 
move to the front of the 
auditorium to get their 
picture taken. 

[Jessica Kay approaches the 
! p odium to recieve the Gold 
Card. Along with the card, 
there were prizes such as 

| a gift certificate to the com
missary, a free hair cut, a 

ipedicure, and ice cream. 

Before the performance, the Fantastic Five get 
together for a Kodak moment, helping them to get 
calm and to feel more relaxed. 

Vanilla ice cream, chocolate syrup, whipped cream, and a cherry on top. Who would 
have thought getting good grades would result with an ice cream sundae? Senior 
Daniel O'Connor waits with anticipation for his reward. 

ren- uh-zahns 
n. the Falcon honor roll system. 

"Rewarding those studious 
students every quarter... 

In the dictionary, renaissance means a re
newal of life, vigor, and interest. At SAHS, 
Renaissance means rewarding those studi
ous students every quarter! From fresh
men to seniors, students diligently work the 
entire year in order to make the minimum 
grade point average of 3.3 because for 
those who make Renaissance, they are al
lowed to participate in the fun activities 
planned by the organization Following tra
dition, Renaissance held assemblies during 
seminars to hand out awards and entertain the 
students with special student performances. 

This year, 35% of the student body made 
Renaissance: 86 blue card holders with a 
grade point average between 3.3 and3.69,71 
gold card holders with a grade point average 
3.7 to 3.99, and 81 platinum card holders 
with a grade point average of 4.0 or above 

With even our guidance counselor, Mrs. 
Nwosu, saying, "It's a wonderful program 
that recognizes students who strive for ex- j 
cellence in academics," who would not 
want to make it? 
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Happy from her new marriage? Think 
again. Counselor LaKisha Nwosu 
expressed hers joy with the oppor
tunity to reward students with their 
Renaissance cards. 

One of the chosen ones for 
Renaissance, Calvin Ogburn 
raps with his parter in crime, 
Jin Oh, at a performance dur
ing the Renaissance program. 

Like a proud parent, 
Dr. Kathleen Stander 
addresses the Renais
sance recipients, and 
encourages student to 
continue their success. 

The Fantastic Five, made up of choir students who made 
the Renaissance (Jeffrey Jin, Monica Yang, Aesop Lee, 
Jamila Fland, and Jacob Powers), performed a couple songs 
together, honoring those students who worked hard not only 
to get good grades, but to get into Renaissance "Students diligently work 

the entire year..." 



Playing a character whose life seems 
to be tied to the number of leaves on 
a tree, Elizabeth Chipps seems to be 
waiting for her death. 

Breighann Walls performs a monologue] 
entitled "I Oughta Be In Pictures" in the 
evening performance by the Far East 
Drama team. 

Ms. Finklea explains the proper way 
to interpret one's speech and emotion 
into a pantomime, Avery Fields seems 
doubtful. 

Calvin Ogburn prepares 
some last-minute notes 
for his public forum de
bate with partner Josh 
Johnston. 

Back row Breighann Walls, Zach Vogt, Christina 
Roberson, Pauline Lee, Christopher Campbell, Van
essa Wester, Melissa Bontly, Josh Johnston. 
Front row: Amanda Irwin, Elizabeth Chipps, Avery 
Fields, Daniel Stephens. "These students managed to excel 

despite the adversity..." 



10 me vi< 

During a pe 
contemplates 
j-abor Day. The newest 

episode of 
"The Twilight 
Zone" 
involves a 
Readers' 
Theatre 
version of 
World of 
Ware raft, 
iPODs, 
MySpace, 
and a box 
of binders 
made to look 
like a T.V. 

Carrying a cutely-made OSAN 
sign, Daniel Stephens and Josh 
Johnston wait at the Japanese 
airport on the way to the Far 

.East competition in Tokyo. 

Jennifer Graham and Mary Bil-
lington compete in a battle of 
wits. Mary manages to keep her 
cool, but Jennifer seems a little 
flustered. They are competing in 
the duel acting category of the 
SFS forensics competition. 



4407 2 

Adrian Quintero and Samantha Roysdon show 
off their crazy "Fashing" costumes. "Fashing" is 
a tradition in Germany similar to Mardi Gras. 

Mrs. Clark, Kassidie Hamilton, Ben Vlahos, Roy Quismondo, and Daisy Weishman 
enjoy a ride on the subway to their destination "Barlin", a German restaurant in 

Insadong. _ 

During Christmas break German Club got 
together after school and made crazy, fun Ginger 
bread houses to share with the other students. 

Mrs. Clark, Elizabeth Chips, and Sara Novack pose in their 
costumes during the week of "Fashing" (or Mardi Gras). 

Back Row: Walt Allen, Dorothy Goode, 
Ben Vlahos, Alicia Hale, Kristin Hard
ing, Mrs. Clark, Michael Hung, Sarah 
Novack, Chad Ahn, Kassidie Hamilton, 
Alex Ahn 
Front Row: Roy Quismundo, Daisy 
Weishman, Elizabeth Chipps, Sabrina 
Skora, Kendra Witherspoon 

'increasing their knowledge of 
Germany and its people../' 



Kendra Witherspoon, Elizabeth Chips, 
and Kristen Harding enjoy a meal that 
was prepared at Oktoberfest, a tradi
tion to celebrate the harvest in Munich, 
Germany. 

environment! 

"ranslation: It's all fun "Toys for Tots." Returning member, Walt 
Allen, said he chose to stay active in the 
club because "it was a fun an exciting way 
to learn more about a culture other than 
my own." 

Mrs. Clark shows off 
her strength during 
the Oktoberfest arm 
wrestling competition, 
defeating her opponent 
with ease. 

B0N 

Daisy Weishman, and 
Kendra Witherspoon 
sell baked goods 
in the lobby for a 
fundraser. 

"Making gingerbread 
houses was so much fun, 
because it got all messy 
and crazy." 

Kassidie Hamilton 

" The Oktober
fest was cool. 
It m ade you 
feel as if y ou 
were really in 
Germany." 

-Kendra 
Witherspoon 

Roy Quismundo and 
Daisy Weishman show 
their loving affection for 
each other after a dinner 
at the German restraunt 
"Barlin". 

" I en joyed going to 
the German Restraunt 
"Barlin". They had the b 

-Joe Wisniewski "Outside of the ever so dull 
classroom environment./' 



At a Saturday 
Spanish club 
practice, Quiriat 
Ortiz decides which 
songs have the best 
beat for the dance 
choreography they 
are practicing. 

Spanish Club-
Top Row: Tyler Bittner, Jeremly Bolduc, 
Ricky Bezold 
Middle Row Roy Quismundo, Daisy 
Weishman, Amanda Irwin, Avia Fields, 
Bora Kim, Nicole Ciesinski 
Front Row: Melissa Bruhnke, Gabby 
King, Quiriat Ortiz, Elizabeth Beckwith, 
Sra. Baker. 

"It helped me fully understand 
about the deep meaning of 
French art. Definetely worth it!' 

- M onique Choi 

At the Language Festival, NilAntonio 
Echeverria and Gabby King of the 
Spanish Club, perform the "Merengue. 

While riding the subway, Lindsay Clark prepares 
her camera for the beginning of the field trip with 
the French Club. 

"It was a mind expansion, 
seeing how other cultures 
lived and had fun..." 



Strolling 
through the 
streets of 
Ichondong with 
other French 
Club members, 
Katherine 
Chapman, 
stands out from 
the crowd. 

During the 
Language Fair, 
the Spanish 
Club donned 
traditional 
Latin Amercian 
dresses and hats 
for their final 
performance. 

Adorned in traditional Spanish garb, Spanish club member Sabrina 
Torres dances the salsa with her partner, NilAntonio Echeverria, at 
the language fair. 

On the bus ride to an Italian 
restaurant, French Club 
members Lindsay Clark, 
Sungcho Jean, Lexi Lewis, 
listen to music and chat. 

Before step
ping on stage, 
Sabrina Torres 
changes into a 
Flaminco dress to 
perform her spe
cial solo dance 
performance. Y "Dedicated to learning the 

language and experiencing 
the culture..." 
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The Nuclear Porel 
Complex: A Study] 
on Nup84, NupSS.I 
S«c13, and Seh1 I 

Cranium Conundrums 
After seemingly endless hours of research 

and experiments, six students are now a 
step closer in becoming the world's greatest 
scientists. Frances Kim, Pauline Lee, Yaeri 
Lim, Sara Park, Sue Kim, and Nicole Ro 
were chosen to present their projects at 
the annual Junior Science and Humanities 
Symposium in Tsukuba, Japan. Mr. Bittner, 
JSHS sponsor, spent man hours to helping 
students write research papers. 

In order to attend the Pacific Region 
JSHS, six students conducted research and 
wrote research papers. With six research 
papers sent to Japan, Sue Kim, Sara 

Park, and Nicole Ro were chosen for oral 
presentation. Out of 96 students, only 17 
oral presenters were chosen in the Pacific 
region. Frances Kim, Pauline Lee, and 
Yaeri Lim were chosen as poster presenters. 
After giving her presentation on Memory, 
Sue Kim placed as a finalist, receiving an 
Honorable Mention award. 

Sara Park and Nicole Ro also presented 
projects in the behavioral science category. 
Sara Park presented her project called 
'Relationship between Individual's Physical 
Characteristics and Those Preferred in the 
Opposite Sex,' and Nicole Ro's project was 

"Now a step closer in becoming the 
world's greatest scientists..." 

called 'For Looks or Personality.' 
In the other sciences, Yaeri Limi 

conducted an experiment on the relationshi p 1 
between color and temperature. Frances] 
Kim presented her project, 'The Nucleaii 
Pore Complex: A Study on Nup84, Nup85l 
Secl3, and Sehl,' which she had conducted! 
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology! 
(MIT) during the summer. Pauline Lee's] 
presentation on 'Damage Detection of] 
Concrete Structures Using Non-Destructive] 
TesfgImpact-Echo Method' from research) 
at the Hanyang University Architectural; 

Engineering laboratory. All of the students ] 
had an opportunity to share their research ) 
projects with students and teachers from 121 
other DoDDs schools in Japan. 

JSHS Participants: Yaeri Lim, Pauline Lee, Nicole Ro, Sue Kim, Mr. Scott Bittner, 
Frances Kim, Sara Park 

As a Biology teacher, Mr, Bittner enjoys 
the special bacteria exhibit at the Tokyo 
Technology Museum. 

irs On a field trip to Tokyo 
Technology Museum, 
Sara Park examines a 
robot that looks eerily 
real. 

1 

Frances Kim explains the ] 
details of her project on 
"The Nuclear Pore" to a 
judge. 
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Yaeri Lim explains the conclusions 
she drew in her experiment on the 
relationship between color and 
temperature. 

Frances Kim checks the different parts of 
a human brain at the Tokyo Technology 
Museum. 

Experiencing some last-minute jitters, 
Sara Park gathers her notecards 
before she goes to the podium. 

"For Looks or Per
sonality?," Nicole Ro 
asks as she presents 
her behavioral sci
ence project. 

Waiting for their session, 
Sara Park and Sue Kim listen 
to the biology presentation 

The students had an opportunity 
to share their research/' 



Classy Dance with Atti 
In a clash between both the old and the 

new, "Dance" had taken on a whole new 
meaning. Newly introduced to the school, 
Swing Club allowed students to learn 
some classic dance steps from the "Waltz", 
"Tango", and even "Polka". Started upon 
the advice of Tyler Bittner, Swing Club 
had attracted many students thanks to 
the support from Mrs. Clark. "It's really 

interesting and different. I've always 
liked dancing and I wanted to try Swing, 
so this was perfect. It was kind of a weird 
coincidence," said member Chris Lewis. 

Step Team also had a successful year. 
Made up of three loyal members, they 
dazzled and wowed students at events such 
as the Far East Basketball Tournament and 
Drama Night. Team sponsor, Mrs. Hicks, 

w 3F. v 
i l • 

' - : J 
While fundraising for gift wrapping, 
Laura Oten demonstrates a step for 

^ entertainment. 

Loving what she's doing, Carmen West struts her stuff as 1 
she spins Mrs. Clark. 

To the "Touch It" beat by Missy 
Elliott, Laura Oten and Kayla 
Randolph transition off stage after 
the Drama Night performance on 
February 2. 

The famous Falcon hand movement 
incorporated in most of the steps 
originates from the step "Falcon Style" 

.that Kayla Randolph performs. 

kept tjie team busy with ne 
and 
moves 
caught 

e from almost 
2ir attention, such i 

'Egyptian Step". No matter wha 
students managed to keep to 1 

' 

1 IV 

i jfijEBi 
—— 

i 
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Coming on to the floor with the signature stroll, 
Laura Oten, Kayla Randolph, and Sharon Belcarris 

L open for the Far East Basketball Tournament. 

"They dazzled and wowed 
students at events../' 

' Counting their steps Daisy Weishman 
and Roy Quismundo try their hand 

L out at the Waltz. 
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Tyler Bittner demonstrates a "death defining" drop with Melissa Burmahl. The "Death 
Drop" is one of the more complicated swing moves they must master. 

Swing Club: 
Back: Madison Current, 

Michael Nelson, 
Tyler Bittner, Melissa 
Burmahl, Carmen 
West, Chris Lewis, 
Daisy Weishman, 
Roy Quismundo 

Front: Elizabeth 
Beckwith, Vanessa 
Wester, Sarah 
Novak, Ms.Clark 

Santa's little helper Kayla Randolph 
participates in the fundraiser for team 
uniforms. 



Let Your Voice Be Heard I 
With over 600 students packed into the 

Falcon Gym, the school year started off with 
the Student Council Association elections. 
Each candidate dressed in business attire 
while they delivered their cleverly written 
speeches. Senior Chad Ahn, who was 
running for secretary, listed his top reasons 
for students to vote for him. He said, 
"Reason ten, I'll give you some of my 
GPA.. .and the number one reason: to outdo 
my brother for once." 

The speeches got personal when senior 
Dan Stephens, who was running for 
Vice President said, "If you want Rice 

Krispies, vote for Avery. If you want a real 
candidate, vote for Dan Stephens." Nerves 
were high as the results were announced: 
President Tyras Milner, Vice President 
Avery Fields, Recording Secretary Olivia 
Oh, Corresponding Secretary Lexie Lewis, 
and Treasurer Shaina Escribano. 

The five worked with SCA coordinator, 
June Wilkins, in creating successful activities 
for the community and school throughout 
the year, which included homecoming, pep 
rallies and a tailgate party, and the Night of 
Santa's Little Helpers. 

IT U)  I F  AH 

At a lunch meeting, Senior Class President Tim Martz 
and SCA President T/ras Milner work together in 
order to improve the school year. 

| LU BI  YT:UI  un u HUPI IBINYIY WUI I  U  HI  

office; however, this year he lost in a 
L close race. j H 

"Creating successful activities for 
the community and school../' 

& • | 
. . C— . .—. 1 .-J r l//\, /. 1. 'I r rti tk A President Avery Fields takes charge of the 

weekly SCA meeting. He was found around the 

' 1 students and their activities. J 

Milner, and Hans Rosser prepare themselves to 
go in front of the whole student body at elections. 
Students voted for the best candidate based on the | 
speeches presented. 
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Debate, speeches, and an excited crowd made 
up the SCA elections at the beginning of the ye< 
Dan Stephens, Tyras Milner, Lexie Lewis, and 

Andrew So fought for a spot as an officer. 

Student Council Association Officers: 
Avery Fields, Shaina Escribano, Olivia Oh, Tyras 
Milner, Lexie Lewis 

During the Christmas season, SCA hosted an event for the children of the commu
nity called "Santa's Little Helpers." Sophomore Alphonso Mills and Senior Jonathan 
Jewett volunteered to guide kids from grades 1 -5 around the high school as they 
moved from station to station. 

Junior Vice President Jeffrey Jin talks to the Senior 
Class Secretary Christina Roberson about the upcom
ing prom. 

At the beginning of the 
year, students had meet
ings in the auditorium to 
discuss the year's new 
policies at school. 

"They delivered their cleverly 
written speeches../' 



First Row Sarah Yance, Sarah Vogan, Clara Hong, Frances Kim, 
Jennifer Martin, Tricia Ro, Hana Church, Alex Ahn 

Second Row: Christopher Paek, Daniel Chong, Zoe Turner, Joanna 
Yune, Seung Kim, Mindy John, Joan Montanez, Nicoya Langley, 
Angela Law, Jennifer Graham, Sun Woo Min, Elizabeth Chipps 

Third Row: Rachel Council, Katie Bezold, Essence Hales, Joannah 
Kim, Una Han, Hana Zolik, Holly Sawyer, Pauline Lee, Yaeri Lim, 
Kulani Elliott 

Fourth Row Natsha Carylon, Aaron Wolfgang, Kenneth 
DelValleReyes, Jonathan Sullivan, Eric Min, Shaina Escribano, 
MinYoung Kim, Richard Johnson, Luke Dorrough, Michael Nelson, 
Chad Ahn, Chris Strurtevant 

Fifth Row Jane Burtch, Kristen Harding, Dr. Walton, Lauren Oh, Amy 
Kluber, Leah Loefstedt, Mary Billington, Samantha Lohr, Kiersten 
Pak-Blyzinuk, Kathleen West, Peter Madsen, Clark Campbell 

Holly Sawyer 
poses during 
the finale of 
the fashion 
show, "Project 
Darfur." 

Appearance 
is everything 
when it comes 
to bake sales. 
Jennifer Gra
ham carefully 
places cookies 
to attract the 

Mindy John gets ready to sell 
grilled cheese sandwiches at 
the snack shack to raise money 
for NHS. "Displayed a strong passion 

for helping others../' 



Best of the Be 
I E  T V  .  

I 
C H A R A C T E R  

S C H O L A R S H I P  
L E A D E R S H I P  

S E R V I C E  

With a new spon
sor and officers, Na
tional Honor Society 
once again proved to 
be an active club with 
dedicated members. 
To kick off the new 
school year, Dr. Wal
ton hosted a BBQ in 
the courtyard for the 
previous and newly 
inducted members 
to get to know one 
another better. 

Throughout the meetings held during first 
quarter, members agreed to focus more on 
developing the service aspect of the club, 

he first chapter project for NHS was to op-
ate a snack stand at the Columbus Day Pa

rade. Members grilled meat and sold baked 
goods to the community for a very cheap 
price. Also, during first semester, the mem
bers collected children's clothing and sent the 
donated items to kids in Afghanistan. 

Commitment to service continued to the 
second semester, when the organization 
decided t o invite the entire community to 

participate in a Fashion Show that aimed 
to raise money for charity and to raise 
awareness about Darfur. NHS members 
strutted on the runway and worked back
stage to make the fashion show a huge 
success. For the next project, the members 
visited a Korean orphanage to play with 
the children. They played with the children 
for a couple of hours and provided gifts to 
the orphans. 

So what does it mean to be in NHS? 
President, Alex Ahn said, "The whole 
idea is not only for members to improve 
their community, but to also improve their 
morals as well. To me, NHS means Nobles 
Hereto Serve..." 

With a strong commitment to service 
projects to improve not only the school, 
but the community as well, NHS members 
have displayed a strong passion for helping 
others this school year. 

a 

cmm 
"NHS was a good opportunity for 
me to realize that helping the com
munity is actually fun." 

-Essence Hales 

As a model, 
Hana Church 
walks down the 
runway in her 
spring clothes 
during "Project 
Darfur." 

Improve not only the school but 
the community as well./' 

Daniel Kim, Tyras Milner, 
and Jane Burtch outline 
"Spring Fling" posters for the! 
NHS Fashion Show to sup
port the victims of Darfur. 

|£-'v •' 
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"I throughly enjoyed the NHS 
experience because of the wonderful 
officers and Dr. Walton." 

-Luke Dorrough 

This one!" Frances Kim 
Shaina Escribano, and 
Lauren Oh debate over the 
best t-shirt design. 

r 
"From my participation this year, 
NHS gave me an opportunity to 
help others." 

-Yaeri Lim . 
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Representing France in Security Council, Ariella Wright and Dan
iel Chong listen carefully to other nations during the moderated 

Delegate Jeffrey Jin listens to opposing 
argument in order to achieve consen-

Decorum, Falcons! 
Model United Nations has continuously 

been a program regarded with high esteem 
by students as well as the faculty, and it has 
proven to remain the same this year. 

As an organization whose purpose is to 
obtain firsthand experience in being a true 
global citizen and solve real world issues, 
many new delegates have been promptedto 
signed up for the program, and most past 
delegates have returned as well. After weeks 
of planning by Ms. Johansen, Mr. Black, and 
the secretariats, Model United Nations began 
with a great start.; they successfully wrote 
and passed resolutions to solve various issues 
at the first mock session. 

As delegates became more skilled at 

researching their country's stance on des
ignated topics, the debates became more 
heated. However, they remained to maintain 
their diplomatic demeanor while persuading 
one another to concur with various working 
papers. 

With the Far East Conference held in Seoul 
again, the delegates went through a screen
ing process to prove that they were ready to 
represent SAHS. Secretariat member Seung 
Kim said, "Other schools in the Pacific ad
mire the program that we have. Therefore, 
we have to choose delegates that are well 
prepared and will excel at the conference." 
In the end, a total of fifty five students at
tended Far East as delegates, secretariat 

A member of thepermanent 
secretariat, Jane Burtch 
reads over the notes Jeffrey 
Jin took as a supporting 
secretariat member for the 
Far East Conference. 

members, and press. 
The opening and closing banquets hosted 

honorable guests such as the United States 
ambassador to South Korea, 
Vershbow, DoDEA Director, Joseph 
and DoDDS Pacific DDESS Guam I 
Nancy Bresell, who spoke about t 
tance of being a global citizen and c 
ated students for attending Far 1 

Students who participated in : 
year praised the program for help: 
with their team-working skills and 
speaking. And more important! 
been a stepping stone for the st 
understand and lead the world in : 
future. 

oya 

"A stepping stone for the students to 
understand and lead the world../' 

First Row (Left to right) Coco 
Stephens, Clark Campbell, Tricia 
Ro, Jennifer Martin, Calvin Ogburn, 
Jane Burtch, Seung Kim, Minyoung 
Kim 
Second Row: Colleen Golden, 
Melinda Kim, Sarah Novak, Sabrina 
Skora, Ashley Kim, Mary Kate 
Kruse, Lee Ann Shade, Christina Pai, 
Jennifer Kim, Gina Lee, Monique 
Choi, Stella Cho 
Third Row: Kiersten Blyzniuk, Ji-
Yoon Kim, Mallory Tuttle, Jonathan 
Ruiz, Daniel Chong, Nicole Ro, 
Hana Church, Karen Janssen, 
Shaina Escribano, Olivia Oh, 
Ariella Wright, Alex Kim, Priscilla 
Boatwright, Yun Hee Kim 
Fourth Row: Ms. Johansen, Daniel 
Groves, Rachel Council, John Pai, 
Chris Campbell, Jeffrey Jin, Abram 
Campbell, James Madsen, Dennis 
Cho, Zach Vogt, Sae Hee Ahn, 
Jonathan Kim, Mr. Black, John 
Kruse, Christian Purcell 

Christian Purcell and Kiersten Blyzniuk share notes, 
preparing < I a speech for the speaker's 
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As the president of Security Council, it i s 
Clark Campbell's job to review the work
ing paper for any grammatical mistakes 
and to see if t he solutions are possible 
to achieve with the help of the United 
Nations. 

Abram Campbell ponders his re
sponse before raising his placard 
to answer. 

MUN is fun too! John Pai has a 
moment to laugh inbetween the 
heated debates. 

Dennis Cho, 
Hana Church, 
and Melinda 
Kim help Ji 
Yoon Kim add 
operative and 
preambulatory 
clauses to the 
current work
ing paper. 

Delegates Nicole Ro, Priscilla Boatwright, and Secretariat 
member Tricia Ro sell pointsettas at the P.X. to raise 
money for the Far East Conference in March. 

"Obtain firsthand experience in 
being a true global citizen..." 







The Men's Volleyball season Osan and Taegu, in every match 
came to a successful close with with crushing scores of 3-0, 3-0, 
a 7-5 KAIAC (Korean Ameri- 3-0, and 3-1 was hard work, but 
can Inter-Scholastic Activ- it was worth the effort. These 
ity Conference) record, which four wins contributed to the 7-6 
earned them 5th place in the season record.The Falcon Vol-
championship. Christopher leyball players displayed expert 
DeFrancisco was named an teamwork, which was no doubt a 
All-Conference athlete. Right product of Coach Rogers' rigor-
behind him, Andrew Luna was ous training and tough practices, 
named All-Conference as well It was worth all the sweat and 
as All-Tournament Athlete blood when they finished with a 
for the 2007 KAIAC division, winning season. 
Defeating SAHS' biggest rivals, 

Back Row: Tristan Heckerl, Sean Bard, Andrew Luna, Eric Eldridge, 
Christopher DeFrancisco 

Middle Row: Ivan Montanez, Christopher Behrends, Peter Madsen, Shawn 
Grandy, Adam lllg, Matthew Park, Angye Law, Angie Vandersys, 
Coach Rogers 

Front Row: Micheal Andres, Aaron Jessee, Ryan Jessee, Eric Tarikas. 

Chris DeFrancisco (11) 
"It was a tough season, but it got 

a lot better towards the end." 

Andrew Luna (11) 
'Volleyball was a new sport for 
me, and it was great learning 

in a new arena. 

Looking for some words of wisdom, the 
team huddles around Coach Rogers. Coach 
Rogers' inspiration proved true when they 
won the game. 

The boys try to get 
their heads together 
by warming up before 
challanging the SIS 
Tigers. Unfortunantly, 
they weren't "in the 
zone" that day. 
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Sean Bard, 
second year 
varsity, 
prepares for 
the tip. 

STATS 

SAHS vs SIS 0-3 
SAHS vs OSAN 3-0 

In his second 
year on varsity, 
and last year 
at SAHS, Eric 
Eldridge leaves 
the group 
behind with a 
dynamic tip. 

KAIAC Tournament- 4th place 



Gabriella Matauitia (9) 

"In general, It was a great season 
and I can' t wait for next years 
team!" 

The three most important elements to the game of volleyball: the pass, shown by Avianca Manning the 
set, dominated by Kristina Queen, and the attack put away by Alyssa Gray. The ladies were masters all 
of these techniques, and were indeed a force to be reckoned with. 

Avianca Manning (11) 

" / kno w I was hard on the team, but 
coach was hard on me, so it evens 
out. WHOMP." 

Nothing can stop Erica Anglade as she 
gets up to spike the ball over the net 
to the Taegu Warriors with the goal of 
gaining the team yet another point. 

Michelle Doyle shows she is willing to 
sacrifice all, including skin, for the team. 

After a double teaming block made by juniors 
Avianca Manning and Erica Anglade,the 
Falcons celebrate by doing their "Ooh Denied' 
Cheer. 



THANE GOODNESS. . 
FOB KNEEPADS 

"Some call them opponents, but we call 
them victims." This team saying was proven 
true during the season. With only four 
returnees and a bunch of new faces, it was 
very important to find a way to bring the 
whole team together. With leadership from 
seniors Lorna Haney, and Mindy John, 
along with the aggressiveness of juniors 
Avianca Manning and Erica Anglade, the 
skills of each individual was brought to
gether to make an amazing team. 

To start the season off, the ladies took 
their second annual trip to Hong Kong, 
where the team once again finished on top. 
This first place trophy proved as a helpful 
tool to getting the girls fired up for the 
upcoming season. The ladies pushed their 
way through even the toughest competition 
and showed their skill and ability week 
after week. 

In the end, the ladies completely domi
nated all but one team in KAIAC, and 
finished in second place for the season. For 
the week-long Far East Volleyball games, 
they showed their immense talent by plac
ing in fifth out of a total sixteen; the highest 
placing for any DODDS school. 

Hong Kong Tournament- 1 st Place 

Back Row: Mindy John, Amani Fann-Bradley, Gabriella Matauitia, Avianca Manning, Erica Anglade 
Front Row: Joan Montanez, Alyssa Gray, Kristina Queen, Lorna Haney, Michelle Doyle 



THEIR NEW 1ST OF 
WINGS 

Q: What do you get when you cross a 
Women JV Volleyball team full of 
newbies with a great coach? 

A: You get a team that took first in the 
Korean American Interscholastic 
Athletic Conference (KAIAC). 

But don't give all the credit to the 
beginners' luck; the team had extremely 
demanding two-hour-a-day practices. 
Rising above the rest, Jina Kim took 
the title as Best Hitter, Ester Choi took 
Best Server, and BJ Grandy took Most 
Improved Player. When asked how 
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the season went Coach Hicks replied, 
"Awesome, I couldn't have asked for 
more. They were so close at the end 
and won their games. They are a great 
team. They got along well towards 
the end and there were no disputes." 

The team came out of the season with 
only one loss and eleven wins. The JV 
team had a total of 410 serves, 132 of 
them aces, and a total of 1298 playable 
passes which showed throughout their 
amazing team work. 
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Great form! Opponents rarely score 
against Jina Kim's awesome returns. 

Nicole Bruce performed another 
one of her patented bumps. Bruce, 
number 18, was famous for her 
ability to get back up and be ready 
to receive the ball again. 

Esther Choe demonstrates 
a perfect bump to save the 
ball. Defense was one of 
the strengths of this team. 



Falcons drench 
Coach Harden 
after winning the 
Far East Cham
pionship. 

Behind an impenetrable offensive 
line, quarterback Daniel Burns looks 
for a reciever before a Singapore 
defender can sack him. 

Tyler Bittner, Amy Kluber, Jennifer Martin, 
Zach Vogt, Lora Kluber, Daniel Stephens, 
and Tricia Ro show Kadena what Falcon 
Pride looks like. 

At the beginning 
of the season, Tim 
Martz took on the 
responsibilities of 
quarterback. One 
of his specialties was 
a handoff to Omar 
Hill. This play was 
usually good for a 
few yards. 

Daniel Bums (11) 
"Winning Far East was NICE! We 
went t hrough alot this year dealing 
with injuries,how our winning streak 
snapped,mis-matching uniforms, and 
to win was a special feeling, and next 
year will be twice as nice." 

Julian Harden (Head Coach) 
"Don't cry because its over, smile 
because it happened." 

Back: Joe Lau, Scott Fowler, 
Daniel Ayersman, 
David Stillwell, D'jon Lax, 
Mark Lieberg, Justin Stokes, 
Charles Jones, David Smalls, 
Matt Bronson, David Feliciano, 
William Kim, David Yim, 
Tim Martz, Clark Campbell, 
David Crothers, Chris 
Churchwell, Danny Ruano, 
AJ Ferrel, David Kim, 
Bryce Hwang, Sean Woodruff, 
Ricky Bezold, Kenneth Hales, 
Jordan Canty, Brittany 
Harden(mgr) 

Front Agnes Kim (mgr), Matt 
Cunningham, Duane Clark, 
RJ S taunton, Daniel O'Connor, 
Demetries Johnson, Daniel 
Burns, Joe McClean, Quintez 
Johnson, Sean Brown, Andrew 
Baxter, Luke Dorrough 



How to break a tackle: David 
Smalls demostrates his expertise 
against a Teagu defender. 

Quarterback Daniel Burns has a 
"taste of victory" after winning the 
championship game against the 
Kadena Panthers. David Crothers keeps on truckin' after the Kadena Panther 

fails to tackle him at the November 11 Far East game. 

In o ne of the few times that Chris 
Churchwell got the ball, he fought for 
every yard against a tough Singapore 
defense_ . 

League Win/Loss - 4/1 
21-SAHS-vs. Taegu-6 
ji5-Usan vs. SAHS-23 
20-Taegu vs. SAHS-38 

EXHIBITION 
6-Singapore vs.SAHS-28 

58-SAHS vs.Osan-32 
20-Osan vs.SAHS-34 

FAR EAST C HAMPIONS! 

Senior Clark Campbell, leading line
backer, pushes a Taegu player as he 
runs to retrieve the ball. 



friends 

'Hills are still 

Eat. Sleep. Run. This was the 
mentality of the cross-country 
runners. Starting the season 
with over fifty people, the team 
narrowed down to thirty runners 
by the end of the season. With 
no breaks, no timeouts, and 
no cheerleaders, the team ran 
5k (3.1 miles) every day. They 
worked hard from the beginning 
of the season, and it all paid off 
in the KAIAC Tournament, 
where the girls' varsity placed 
first and the boys' varsity placed 
second. 

At each meet, the runners 
faced the competition with the 
other teams, and the competition 

between teammates to gain one 
of the fourteen varsity positions 
(seven girls, seven boys). "If 
nothing else, we did not quit," 
said senior co-captain Jonathon 
Ruiz. Fighting for better times 
and top positions, by the end of 
the season the top five girls and 
boys had the opportunity to go 
to the Far East Tournament in 
Okinawa, Japan on Nov. 5-7. 
The Far East team placed fourth 
overall, with the boys getting 
sixth and the girls getting third. 

f o r  Matthew 
Page 
DUtS t ,nf 
ast sprint 

Thomas who Kim A t  I S  

second fhe Varsity 

for boy team sprints 

t h e  ine 



Jonathan Ruiz pushes with all he 
has. Jonathan's positive attitude 
helped the team keep themselves 
focused. 

In her second year on the 
team, Bailey Busby took top 
honors for the team. 

SAHS 
CROSS 

COUN RY 

Always supportive, 
the JV runners 
cheer on the Varsity. 

John Lohr (11) 
"Despite having new 
coaches this year, the 
Bakers pulled through for 
the team, and the year 
was successful." 
—Best time: 16:55 

Jillian Busby (10) 
"Even though it was a 
challenging year, I enjoyed 
the competition." 
—Best time: 20:55 

STATS 
Regular Season 

i r i s - (11 - 0 )  Bo ys—(4-1-4)1 
KA1AC Placement 

—Boys—2nd 
Overall 1st 

Samantha Lohr and Jennifer Simmons 
reach the top of gas station hill on 
their home course. Relief is in sight, 
they only have 500 meters left. 

•Girls—3rd Back from a brief sojourn in the States, 
Michael Beckwith shines as a top runner 
on the JV team. | 

Back Row: Coach Christopher 
Baker, Eric Hyska, Joseph Lehm-
kuhl, Thomas Kim 

Fourth Row: Matthew Page, Leah 
Loefstedt, Jonathan Ruiz, Zach 
Voght, Jung Min Escobar, Michael 
Nelson, Sean Kincaid 

Third Row: Mary Billington, So Ji 
Park, Yun Hee Kim, Kiara Johnson, 
Palmer Mitchell, John Lohr, David 
Kincaid, Eric Min, Aaron Cabrera 

Second Row:Kiersten Blyzniuk, Jil
lian Busby, Pricilla Chung, Natalie 
Wisecup, Ariella Wright, Kathleen 
West, Sarah Gresser, Coach Itza 
Baker 

Front Row: Carissa Fowers, Olivia 
Wenzel, Sarah Yance, Samantha 
Lohr, Hana Church 



WHAT FALCONS 

SEOUL AMERICAN HIGH SCHOOL 

WELCOMES YOU TO FALCON COUNTRY 

Part of the dynamite 
first-seed doubles 
team, Chris Paek 
rarely gave his op
ponents a chance to 
catch their breaths. 

Chris Paek (11) 
"We defended the title as Far East 
Champions and will continue to be 
champions for the years to come." 

Sae He© Ahn (11) 
"We started out rough in the begin
ning of the season, but we still came 
out as overall champions." 

Top Row: Coach Woo, Matthew Fisher, Joshua Colson, Song Ho Downes, 
Jason Harkness, Abraham Nelson, Coach Flores. 

Bottom Row: Daniel Lee, Sae Hee Ahn, Aesop Lee, Chris Paek, Matthew Kwon 



Teamed with Matt 
Kwon, Jason Harkness 
is a tough opponent in 
the doubles category. 

Top seed singles 
player Aesop 
Lee, led the team 
to 2nd place in 
KAIAC and 1st 
place in Far East. 

Song Ho 
Downes 
specializes in 
doubles play, 
teaming up 
with Chris 
Paek as the 
top doubles 
team. 

Second seed, 
Sae Hee Ahn, 
famous for his 
intimidating 
countenance 
when returning a 
ball, used this to 
his advantage. 

SAHS vs YISS 5-0 
"5AHS vs bTS 37Z 
SAHSvsOAHS 5-0" 
SAHSvsTCIS 5-0 

—2f^f"Pt£j£e— 

Far East 
—Boys-Champion 
-Overall Champion 

Aesop Lee demonstrates his 
deadly backhand. Matthew Kwon second-seed doubles player, 

quickly reacts to his opponent's return. 



Practice, pr; 
according to Mc 
Team Captain, 
girl's rigorous, 
dancing was as 
practicing our 
insists that, "d< 
flexibility and c 

All of the pra 
off, because thi 
at KAIAC. Eli 

ng? Yes, 
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improve 
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the other 
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5 because 
;t out one 
ished the 
leof "Far 

One -Two -Three! 
Junior Esther Kim 
shows us the steps 
for recompleting a 
winning return. 

"I'm on it!" Melissa Brunke prepares to finish 
off her opponent with one of her 'sharp and 
sneaky' returns. 

SAHSvsYISS 4 1 
SAHS vs SIS 2-3 
SAHS vs OAHS 5-0 

SAHSvslCIS 4-1 

KAIAC record 9-5 

Far East Champions! 
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SEOU L AMERICA N H IGH SCH OOL 

A determined Elaine Ahn and Frances Kim worked 
together to defeat other doubles teams. Elaine said 
she preferred playing doubles because it was nice to 
"have someone to share the pressure with." 

Before a grueling tournament Michelle Kwon and 
the other Lady Falcons came together in hopes 
of boosting confidence and promoting team 
togetherness. 

BAM! Esther Kim uses her fierce forehand to] 
return the ball to her opponent. Kim proved 
that hard work does pay off with her Far | 
East score of 6-0. 

Back: Coach Woo, Ji Yoon Kim, Melissa Brunkhe, Sarah 
Park, Rebecca Cho, Sue Kim, Dr. Flores 

Front: Elaine Ahn, Frances Kim, Esther Kim, Elizabeth 
Ko, Michelle Kwon 

Dr. Flores adds 
a little more 
pressure as she 
watches Melissa 
Brunke prepare 
to recieve a 
serve. 

Rebecca Cho 
said being on the 
Varisty Women's 
Team was a true 
pleasure. "It was a 
great experience 
getting know the 
team; they be
came my sisters." 

With the perfect form, and stable 
footwork, Elaine Ahn follows throi 
With a solid "slice" to the ball. 



SEOUL A MERICA N HIGH SC HOOL 

WELCOMES YOU TO FALCON COUNTRY 

A determined Elaine Ahn and Frances Kim worked 
together to defeat other doubles teams. Elaine said 
she preferred playing doubles because it was nice to 
"have someone to share the pressure with." 

Before a grueling tournament Michelle Kwon and 
the other Lady Falcons came together in hopes 
of boosting confidence and promoting team 
togetherness. 

BAM! Esther Kim uses her fierce forehand to] 
return the ball to her opponent. Kim proved 
that hard work does pay off with her Far [ 
East score of 6-0. 1 

Back: Coach Woo, Ji Yoon Kim, Melissa Brunkhe, Sarah 
Park, Rebecca Cho, Sue Kim, Dr. Flores 

Front: Elaine Ahn, Frances Kim, Esther Kim, Elizabeth 
Ko, Michelle Kwon 

Dr. Flores adds 
a little more 
pressure as she 
watches Melissa 
Brunke prepare 
to recieve a 
serve. 

Rebecca Cho 
said being on the 
Varisty Women's 
Team was a true 
pleasure. "It was a 
great experience 
getting know the 
team; they be
came my sisters." 

With the perfect form, and stable 
footwork, Elaine Ahn follows throi 
with a solid "slice" to the ball. 



"We all figured out how to work together" 

Going into her half stunt, Trenee Johnson 
demonstrates how important balance 
and strong 'bases' are in perfecting 
performances. 

Ws ha lftime and the 
cheerleaders put 
together a dynamic 
routine for the 
crowd. The ladies 
showed off more 
than their coordina
tion; they also 
showed off their 
new uniforms. 

Bring it on! 
The Falcon 
cheerleaders 
"roll right 
over" the 
Osan girls. 

The JV cheerleaders 
pay their respect to an 
Osan player after a 
harsh tackle. Seconds 
later, he recovered, 
and the crowed 

'Down.Up.Down.Up." The cheerleaders show their 
support for the football team by doing a push-up for 
every point the players scored. 

The girls imitate the football player's circle, chanting their 
vivacous cheer to get them fired up. "Sweet white and blue!' 

JV. Squad: 
Top Row: Alexandra Roberts, Jina Son, Gabby King, Avia Fields 
Bottom Row: Ava Burtch and Lora Kluber 



JIM WITH HI# 
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A cheerleader is defined as one who leads the praise of spectators. _ 
This year's squad not only led cheers but also did so with smiles 
and enthusiasm. The girls worked tirelessly during daily practices 
to perfect routines and stunts. "It was especially difficult to 
get all of the girls on the same page," 
Nicoya Langley said in reference > (I 

that year's Varsity 
squad had only three returning ^ f 
members. They quickly overcame 
this small setback; the girls bonded 
over their common desire to be a 
great squad. Coach Helen Stadler led W" \ 
the girls to success in everything from 
tumbling to jumps. The entertaining 
routines put on by the girls during pep 
rallies were highly enjoyed by the student body. Fourth-
year returnee Ashley Marquardt said the Far East "was the best 
experience of the season" because it allowed her to get to know her fellow 
cheerleaders by rooming with the girls during their one-week stay in Zama, Japan. Despite 
not placing at either Far East or KAIAC, the squad was still able to showcase their blend of 
flexibility, strength, and spirit at both football and basketball games. Junior Varsity Cheerleader 
squad also dominated their season, winning second at KAIAC. 

"74 C ' T 

'7.he season started out pretty 
rough, but in the end we 
all figured out how to work 
together. We had a great time 
at KAIAC!" 

'This year was different 
compared to last year, and 
it showed; and that's what 
matters." 

• - >  . .  _  
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The Swedish fall. A stunt that is well-known for its difficulty. 
Despite its difficulty, the cheerleaders mastered the stunt. 

• Varsity Squad 

I Top Row: Kimisha Edwards, Madison Mitchell, Ashley Marquardt, Suzanne 
1 Riopel, and Shaina Escribano. 
I Bottom Row: Jamila Fland, Katresha Warren, Nicoya Langley, Trenee Johnson, 
1 and Kiara Blakey 

Two of the 
All-American 
Cheerleading 
nominees, 

| Jamila Fland 
and Madison 
Mitchell, show 
us their solid 



\5 worth it.1 

'It was a long season, but it was b-
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As KAIAC Champions with an 11-1 record, 
and the Far East championships being hosted 
in Seoul, the season was dependent on a team 
with determination and the heart to be "the best 
of the best." Far East week brought the school 
together in a display of team spirit, with the 

4 crowd at the edge of their seat, chanting the 
A school cheer "Let's go Falcons, Let's go" with 
• the belief our team will achieve victory. The 
y season was brought to a close with a second 

place trophy in the Far East Championships, 
losing only to Kubasaki by four points. 

"It was a long season, but it was definitely 
worth it," says Tyler Meredith. Hours of 
practice and games against schools throughout 
the peninsula give our team a right to brag. 
New members Johnnie Hickson, Joe McClean, 

i a nd RaiDion Fails proved they were game by 
'•L ; stepping up at each game, contributing to the 

j-' belief that there is no 'I' in team. In the end, the 
/V ' varsity basketball team really is flying high. 

i i f f i  w .  
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RaiDion Fails (10) 
"It takes more than just people to make 
a team. They must become a family. 
We became a family and that led to 
our success this year. Hopefully we can 
do the same next year but be number 
one." 

Chris Churchwell (11) 
"Even when I'm old and gray I won't 
be able to play the game but I'll stil l 
remember this team and love the 
game." TIME OUT! The team attentively listens to Coach 

Boyd as he advises them on a winning strategy. 
His leadership helped claim another victory. 



Waiting to dive for 
the rebound (a sweaty 
Christopher Defrancisco 
catches his breath before 
the game resumes. 

Joe McLean drives the ball down the court to 
make a perfect two pointer. 

Seasonal Record: 10-2 

KAIAC Tournament 1 sf P lace 

All Tounament/Conference 
Chris Churchwell 

RaiDion Fails 
Christoper DeFrancisco 

Andrew Luna 
Tyras Milner 

Far East Tournament- 2nd Place 
All Conference 

—Tyras-Milner— 
—Andiew Lunu— 

MVP- C hris Churchwell 



Long practices, countless hours under the basket, 
never-ending suicides, seconds ticking away on 
the clock. Undefeated throughout the entire 
season, the varsity girls' proved once again to 
be on top of their game with a perfect season 
record and the KAIAC championship.This year 
the team continued their winning streak defeating 
Seoul Foreign School to take their 15th KAIAC 
title. "The difference between the team from last 
year and this year was characteristics. Both years 
the varsity team has had ten strong good players, 
but this year I could put any combination during 
any quarter and they would work together," 
said Coach Hicks. Going into Far East as the 
defending champions, the girls were confident 
and ready to face the challenge. Short of only 
eight points in bracket play against the Kadena 
Panthers, they were automatically out for the 
running of the 
championship, 
a n d p l a c e d  • /  '  i ^ .  
third beating _ 
Yokota by 
points. Coach ~ 
H i c k s  s a i d  
t h e y  w e r e ,  
"undefeated— > 
w i t h  t w o  ,  '  A „ - , - A A  T L . „ ' . . ' L  
hiccups." 

Holding her position, Jennifer Simmons tries to 
out maneuver her opponent. 

Back Row: Jennifer Simmons, Devanee' Taylor, Avianca Manning, Erica Anglade, Jessie Bolander 
Front Row: Angye Law, Joan Montanez, TaQavia Randolph, Crystal Pryear, Alyssa Gray 

All-conference nominee Avianca Manning stands tall as she waits 
for a team mate to release a free throw during the Seoul Foreign 
game on November 21, 2006. 

STATS 
SAHS vs Y1SS 6 7-26 
SAHSvsSIS 78-40 
SAHS vs SFS 50-33 

KAIAC Tournament-1 st 
Far East Tournament- 3rd 

Far East All-Stars/ 
All Conference Team 

—Angye. Law— 
Avianca Manning 

MVP- Devanee Taylor 



Guarded by a 
YISS Guardian , 
Freshman Crystal 
Pryear haults and 
shoots for two. 

Angye Law( 11) 

"Now look-a-deah.. Cleadus. She 
dyee-ken...she dyee-ken. 
•Far East 2007" 

Erica Angladefl 1) 

"We had a great season. Although we 
didn't win Far Eas t. (That's Oh!Kay!): 
because we got it next year." 

The demanding Coach 
Hicks, calls the ex
hausted player, Angye 
Law, to the sideline as 
a team mate shoots free 
jhrows. 

Break! Ready 
for anything, 
sophomore 
Devanee' Taylor 
breaks down in 
her defensive 
stance and 
awaits contact 
on the ball. 



BREAKIN* BOARDS 
Suicide runs, constant lay-ups, and two hour 

a day practices helped the Falcons prepare for 
their season. With over two months of hard 
practices, their captains Marcus Thompson and 
David Feliciano led their team to a second place 
season as well as runner-up at KAIAC. 

With only two returnees from last year, the 
team started almost from scratch and had a lot 
of work to do in order to match their biggest 
competition: Seoul Foreign School. "Our 
greatest challenge was starting with only two 
returnees on the team and a lot of inexperienced 
players," said coach Donald Hedgpath. 

Despite their loss against SFS at the 
championship game, the players saw their season 
as a learning experience and a preparation for 
next year. "Losing doesn't mean anything. It's 
what we gain from it," said sophomore Aris 
Wilkins. 

While sophomores Marcus Thompson and Ivan 
Montanez get ready for the rebound, awaiting 
the outcome of Kawika Feliciano's shot. Feliciano 
showed the Osan defender that he couldn't be 
stopped from reading the backboard and "slam
ming" another basket. 

Back row: Aris Wilkins, Ricky Bezold, 
Cullen Donahue, Marcus Thompson, 
D'Jon Lax 
Front row: Andrew Baxter, Orlando 
Soto, David Feliciano, Ivan Montanez, 
Jawhar Aziz, Aaron Cabrera 

SAHS vs YiSS- 50-21 

Jamboree Tournament- 2nd Place 

All-Star Game Nominee's 
Kawika Feliciano 

Marcus Thompson 
Ivan Montanez 

Ricky Bezold 



Orlando Soto (11) 
It was an all right season. 
We wanted to beat SFS 
but came short." 

Aris Wilkins (10) 
"Give them nothing, but 
take from them 
everything." 

Proving that hard 
work, and long hours 
of practice pay off, 
J.V. starter Ivan 
Montanez shows off 
his jump shot while an 
Osan Cougar can do 
nothing but watch. 

Demonstrating the 
perfect finger roll 
Aris Wilkins domi
nates the boards 
and cpmpletes 

another basket. 

Even after being slapped on the 
wrist, sophomore Marcus Thomas still 
manages to control his shot. 



FROM WAISITY 
It started at 3 O'clock on the dot. It 

included nothing but hard work and dedi
cation. Suicides, tip drills, and discipline. 
It's a sport we call Basketball. The Junior 
Varsity basketball team went another con
secutive season undefeated. When Coach 
Pak was asked about the season overall he 
said "I had a great group of young ladies 
this season. They were hard working, they 

but they also placed 1st in their Basketball 
Jamboree, with three members were nomi
nated as all-stars. At first the ladies had 
trouble getting along; as every team does 
with many new faces, they were still a group 
of individuals but in the end they became 
a group of young ladies with the same goal 
on their mind; Success. 

listened, and I never had to repeat myself 
more than one or two times. They were 
coachable and I hope that in my years to 
come I am able to have the same kind of 
players on my team." 

With captains like Jasmine Johnson and 
Alicia Furner, there were nothing but high 
expectations for the season ahead. The girls 
won not only their regular seasonal games, 

Jasmine Johnson (10) 

Til miss the practices and all the 
teamwork we accomplishedbut 
mostly I'll miss the long away trips 
to Taegu." 

Pricia Turner gives it all she's 
got. Penetrating the hoop, she 
goes up for a lay-up to lead 
her team a two point basket, 
making it a thirty-seven point 

Alicia Furner (10) 

This season was a lot Oi 
can't wait until next year! 



Pursuing a guard's job, freshman Maria 
Garcia steals the ball from an Seoul 
International School player and hustles 
down the court for a fast break. 

With pushes coming 
from all around, and 
no fouls being called; 
Bianca Zinger man
ages to maintain her 
composure and balance 
as she goes up strong to 
the basket. 

Coming from two different directions, 
players from YISS try to stop an 
unstoppable Tanisha Pettis. Soaring 
high, the sophomore gives them a taste 
of what we call Falcon basketball. 

STATS 
Seasonal 

SAHSvs YISS- *0-1? 
-SAHS-vs-TCIS-55-37— 
SAHSvsTAHS-49-20 -

SAHS vs OAHS- 65-39 

Jamboree- 1 st place 

Front Row: Ester Rivera , Jasmine Johnson 
Middle Row: Chrishae Rolack, Pricia Turner, Taneisha Pettis 
Back Row Gaberiella Matauitia, Alicia Furner, Bianca Zinge 



REAL MEN WEAR TISHTS 
Weights, diets, and tights. No 

it's not prom, it's the wrestling 
team. These select guys compete 
in one-on-one wrestling matches, 
ending when both shoulder 
blades touch the mat at the same 
time for 3 seconds. This past 
season was truly memorable 
when the team won first place 
at the Far East Tournament with 
62 points, easily beating out both 
Kabasaki and Kadina. 

However, wrestling is more 
than pinning your opponent. 
It's a tough competition that 
consists of long training sessions, 
with an average minimum of 
200 pushups and sit ups, on 
top of a mile run per practice, 
constant weight training, and the 
dedication to either drop or gain 
a weight class. "It was a long 

hard season. I wasn't really sure on 
how far we would get, but I would 
have never expected what happened 
when we went to Japan. I was 
thrilled that the team did so well. We 
have won the dual championship, 
and have brought the championship 
banner back to SAHS. I couldn't be 
a more proud coach," says Coach 
Julian Harden. 

Team members Justin Stokes and 
James Nutter were also excited about 
the season, placing first in the 180 and 
115 lb weight classes, respectively. 
However, the championship banners 
would have never been won without 
all the team members that worked 
hard for a team victory. All in 
all, this championship team lived 
up to their motto for the season; 
"If it is to be, then it's up to 

me." 

An Osan oppponent tries 
to resist Captain Clark 
Campbell's grip. 

At Osan: SAHS-42 OAHS-15 
A t  S e o u l :  S A H S - 3 8  O A H S - 1 1  

At Seoul: SAHS-39 TAHS-7 
Trimeet: SAHS-31 OAHS-25 

SAHS-43 TAHS-8 

Fareast 
SAHS-62 Kubasaki-58 

Fareast Champions 

Demetrius Johnson truly shows his 
strength as he lifts his opponent 
above his head to throw him down 



Executing a half-
nelson, 180 
pound Justin 
Stokes is in full 
concentration 
when pinning 
his opponent 
from Taegu. 

Bryan "lil O-C" O'Connor, proves he's not so little as 
he uses all his strength to take down a Taegu wrestler. To help ready him 

for 1 st place at Far 
East, James Nutter 
pins another Taegu 
opponent. 

Tired and sweating in his 
last round, Daniel O'Conner 
takes down his Taegu op
ponent 

Catching his opponent by 
the foot, Michael Beckwith is 
determined to prevent any of 
of his victims from escaping the 
ring. 



The SAHS Varsity Swim Team sure made a 'splash' this season! Under the guidance 
of Coach Schmidt and sporting their 'I Love Tim Tarns' hoodies - the boys and girls beat 
both school and personal records. Coach Schmidt, who said he was very lucky to "work 
with such a promising group of kids," held daily workouts to keep the team in shape. 
Throughout the season, the team competed in various events such as the 50 free, the 50 
fly, 100 fly, and relays. First year swimmer, Matthew Kwon, said relays were his favorite 
event to compete in and watch because it was a true show of teamwork. "Relays really 
tested the strength and endurance of just how far each swimmer was willing to go for the 
good of their team," Kwon said. 

The Falcon swimmers proved their greatness at each meet, winning by great margins; 
their closest competition was SIS, who kept a 200 point gap at each meet. The team 
hosted the first KAIAC tournament at Camp Humphreys, with new blocks and a new 
pool, which led to several new records and three MVPs. Coach Schmidt is excited to see 
how the team will work without his promising, captains, seniors Rick Ross, Sarah Yance, 
Leah Loefstedt, Mary Billington, and Junior Songho Downes. "The team will miss our 
seniors, but they will still 

Showing his strong kick, senior Eric Eldridge is 
known on the team for his ability to "turn it on" 
when it comes down to racing. 

Captain Mary Billington impressed her teammates 
and opponents, approaching this season with better 
technique and more strength. Demonstrating how her 
hard work paid off, Mary dominated in her butterfly 
events 

Displaying her 
breaststroke skill, 
Ketura Palmer spent 
her season working 
on technique and 
building muscle. 

Back Row: Coach 
Schmidt, Richard Ross, 
Song Ho Downes, Kevin 
Stadler, Eric Eldridge, 
Daniel Lee, Leah Loefstedt, 
Ketura Palmer, Michelle 
Blyzniuk, Andrew Ji, Abe 
Nelson, Mary Billington, 
Kiersten Blyzniuk 
Middle Matthew Kwon, 
Joshua Colson, Yong Es
cobar, Kyle Onktz, Saya 
Novinger, Priscilla Chung, 
YunHee Kim, Melissa 
Brunhke 
Front Row: Sarah Yance, 
Natalie Wisecup, Michael 
Chae, Jennifer Graham, 

Gracia Choe 

STATS 

At Humphreys 



Breaststroker and returnee Priscilla Chung snaps 
her heels together, developing her muscles so she 
can break the breaststroke record. 

Richard Ross (12) 
"It was another undefeated season. 
The team's mental commitment 
makes us better than the rest. Water 
Monsters." 

Leah Loefstedt (12) 
"The team was great this /ear. And 
our managers were the best. Yong 
could do pool-side yoga." 

Jennifer Graham flaunts her backstroke 
during practice. Leading her medley relay, 
Jennifer keeps her team in the lead with 
her flawless technique. 

Freshman Andrew Ji proved freshman can be a threat this season when he put the 
top swimmers to the test. Ji raced the seniors in many events and dominated. Newcomer Kyle Onkst testifies to the claims that the 

upcoming freshman will keep the SAHS winning-
streak long after the seniors leave. I 

The team's most spirited and motivated, 
freestyler Natalie Wisecup is always the 
first swimmer in the water at practice. 

Matt Kwon joined the team as the coach's 
"experiment", but surprised his teammates when he 
ended the season as one of the fastest swimmers. 



Led by captains Tim Martz and Daniel Burns, the soccer team had a 
successful season finishing third in the KAIAC tournament. In the begin
ning of the season, some of the players began to worry after a few losses. 
However, their rough start made a drastic change after many practices and 
getting used to the new team. 

Long hours after school stretching, running, and nonstop drills added 
to the team's success. One thing that is noticeable about the boys' team is 
their support for each other during long and hard games. This determina
tion led to their end of season record of 7-4-1. 

With a new season came many new faces to the team including junior 
Greg Pennington. After his first year on the team, and facing difficult com
petition he said, "It stinks that we got 3rd in KAIAC because we should 
have at least placed 2nd. Despite this, the season was overall really fun." 

The team huddles 
before the game to 
hear the coach's 
lineup and hear a 
few words before 
going onto the field. 

James Nutter (12) 

"It was my last year playing 
and I'm going to miss it, but it 
was a fun last season. 

Tim Martz (1 2) 

"We had some real bad luck 
in KAIAC this year, but we've 
molded together into a great 
team." 

Falcon Skills. One just as important as the other, goalie, defense, 
and offense players work together. Greg Pennington, Tim Martz, and 
Daniel Kim, play hard and as a team to defeat their opponents. 

Soccer proves to be one of the few sports that continue despite bad weather conditions. Playing in 
puddles, the falcons jog back in and compare how dirty they got during the game. 



We should have at least placed 2nd 

The other side of playing the field is 
encouraging teammates. 

Newcomer 
Preston Wol-
ford and 
senior David 
Crothers use 
teamwork 
while block
ing this SIS 
opponent. 

Bold moves are not something foreign to Daniel Burns. As someone 
crosses the ball, he jumps to head the ball into the goal. 



Constant body contact, heartfelt teamwork, endless 

^ and smart play. 

Constant body contact, heartfelt teamwork, 
endless running, and smart play-making means only 
one thing: the beginning of soccer season. 

As the whistle blows at the start of the game.! 
the kick off begins, and the girls fight for each ball 
they receive. Think that girls do not play as rough 
as the boys? Think again. With the last blow of the 
whistle at the end of the game, the girls jog back to 
the benches to clean off their sweat, fresh bruises, 
and scratched knees. 

Determined to keep their season record as good 
as possible, the girls made up for the loss of many 
starters from the year before by staying focused 
and working together to reach their common goal: 
beat Seoul Foreign School. "We had good team 
chemistry and meshed really well," said sophomore 
Jessie Bolander. 

The season ended with the Falcons placing 2"d 

in KAIAC after SFS. Despite the loss, the game 
that challenged the team was in the quarterfinals 
against TCIS. Going into that game, the rivalry and 
tension was evident, and by the end of the 2"d half 
the score was 3-3. The game went into overtime and 
eventually ended in a shootout. The Falcons came 
out on top, and emotionally it was the toughest 

Happier than ever, Captain Angye Law 
embraces Coach Rogers after placing 
second in the KAIAC tournament. Known for her insperational words, Coach Rogers encourages 

the girls not to give up in hopes of claiming the 2007 KAIAC 

i fi nal After loosing to SFS in the 
game of the KAIAC season, 
teary-eyed Samantha Lohr takes 
off her shin pads and socks. 

Hana Church (12) 

" / love d my senior year of 
soccer. The team has A.D.D.. 
but that's ok." 

Angie Vandersys(l 1) 

"It was a great season and 
I'm anxious for next year." 



Like champions, the Falcons ended the 
season with a "bang." The girls still 
managed to dumpt he water on Coach 
Rogers in a surprise move. 

i 

Front row Sabrina Torres, Hana Church, Lexi Lewis, Lorna 
Haney, Angie Vandersys,Coach Canon 
Middle Row: Samantha Lohr, April Matthews, Coco Stevens, 
Alicia Furner, Sarah Schade, Ysenia Vanblaricom, BJ 

Grandy 
Last Row Leann Schade, Sara Hill, Angye Law, Erica 
Anglade, Jessie Bolander, Lynette Vallejo, Katrina Kay, 
Sabrina Torres 

After being thrown and 
tossed around in the dirt, 
Junior Erica Anglade gives 
the referee a look he'll 
never forget. 

Falcons on three! 
One! Two! Three! 
The lady Falcons 
pile their hands 
on top of one 
another to give 
their last chant of 
the season. 



"Swing, batter, batter, swing!" Taunts 
from another team could not distract 
the Baseball team under the leadership 
of Coach Scott Roberts. Players strove 
to reach the top, and proved to everyone 
what they were all about. Tristan Heckerl, 
pitcher, explained that "late practices and 
staying in shape" helped him get ready 
for each upcoming game. 

Looking for games everywhere they 
could find them, even a deaf Korean 
team. "It was a fun experience playing 
the Korean team." said Walt Allen. 
League play was more difficult. Rival 
Osan proved unbeatable in the first two 
outings, even with the strong pitching of 
start-off pitcher Tristan Heckerl. Taegu 
also proved a challenge, with the first 
game resulting in a tie. However, SFS, 
the third league member, was much easier 
to beat. 

Individual effort was always there, 
however.. Perhaps the most spectacular 
example of this was the grand-slam 
homerun by Ivan Montanez in a game 
against SFS. 

"The ball club did a great job this year," 
commented Allen, " and it's always fun 
when you have great teammates." This 
year's baseball team weren't just a baseball 
team, they were family. 



'The ball club did a great job this year. 

Tommy Camacho, | 
first baseman, 
slides into third 
base - "SAFE". 

I C enter fielder Tyler Meredith 
waits for the sign before he 
takes off for second. Tyler 
also provided relief pitching 
vhen necessary. 

I Jonathan Jewett 
second baseman, 
positions himself 
under a pop fly ball 
to catch the third 
out and end the ball 
game. 

Catcher Matt Bronson moves into position 
after a low pitch; the umpire called the 
strike. 

Jason Harknessfl 1) 

When aksed about teammate, Tristan Heckerl, 
Jason Harkness said "He is very team friendly 
and likes working with other people. He is an 
anchor of the team and a very good player" 

Walt Allen (11) 

"It's always fun when you have great 
teammates." 



Ashley Marquardt (12) 
"It's my last year, so I'm playing with no 
regrets." 

Nicole Bruce (10) 
"It's my first year playing in high 
school.... It's b een good so far!" 

Softball is a game of absolute skill 
and attention. You have to be ready 
at a moment's notice, prepared for 
a perfect fast pitch, ready for a fly 
ball, and ready to run your beating 
heart out. This year the girls lost four 
seniors who had been the backbone 
of the team, but that didn't stop them 
from coming back on top. One of the 
biggest sports threats in the DoDDS 
Pacific, our Softball teams lived up 
to that threat, with varsity returnees 
such as Christine Spann and Ashley 
Marquadt giving an unbeatable 
advantage. Ashley's fierce fast pitch 
and Christine's amazing curve ball 
gave the team a sense of security. 
"Knowing that our pitchers knew 
what they were doing and not hav
ing to learn all new skills and ways, 
gave the catchers in the outfield a 
state of ease," said left fielder Joan 
Montanez. 

Varsity is made up of the best 
players in the school, with great 
skill and much attention our teams 
brings together one of the best teams 
in school history. "I think this year 
we had much better communication 
skills with one another and also 
we were all able to bond and keep 
together, making us a strong force," 
said Lindsay Clark. Even if we don't 
come out on top this year, be ready, 
brace yourself, because next year 
we will be all the more ready and 
skilled. Just wait, expect great things 
from them. 

In a leap of joy, 
Aneesah Aziz 
celebrates a suc
cessful play on 
defense. 



Back: Tylicea Myatt, Liz Golden, Britanny Harden, Nicole Bruce, Jennifer Simmons, 
Ashley Maruardt, Maria Garcia, Aneesah Aziz, Joan Montanez 
Middle: Erin Pueblo, Jennifer Trombly, Shawnia Johnson, Jina Kim, Lindsay Clark, Esther Cho 
Front: Christine Spann, Chanice Alexander 

Two strikes, and one ball. 
Pitcher Christine Spann 
unleashes her dominant curve 
ball pitch, stirking out yet 
another Taegu Warrior 

Fast pitch softball is all about the catcher 
and the pitcher because they are the ones 
who control the game. Sophomore Jina Kim 
shows off her catching skills while keeping a 
runner from scoring. 

Ready tor anything that comes 
her way, Lindsay Clark pats the 
pocket of her glove, gets low, 
and concentrates on where the 
ball needs to go. 



ED ITOR/SREPOR^^ 
Wow. Another great year and another even greater yearbook. For me, 

this year has been one of the most memorable times to date, and through 
this production, I hope you will remember it as one of yours, too. 

The Whites, Nicoycoy, Sarah, Avi, Christina, Christine, Michelle, 
Alyse, Sturty and everyone else that I forgot to mention, thank you for 
your ceaseless support and unflinching dedication to make this yearbook 
the best we've had so far. And of course, thank you reader for my party 

OMG, my time has finally come! As I reminisce about my past three 
years that I have spent in yearbook, it saddens me to know that I will 
be leaving such a wonderful production, as well as the most respected 
and hardworking advisors behind it, Mr. and Mrs. White. With them by my 
side, along with the past editors and Aaron Wolfgang, I have learned the 
true meaning of deadlines, prioritizing, and completion. I would like 
to thank them, and everyone who has been on the yearbook staff in my 
years at SAHS, for contributing to what I believe is one of my greatest 
accomplishments, completing award winning yearbooks. Thanks for putting 
up with me! 

Furthermore, I hope you guys enjoy yet another fierce yearbook 
from the yearbook production staff. You will NEVER know how much time, 
effort, and threats were put into completing this. I challenge you 
all to take this course if you want to learn to be a leader, execute 
teamwork, and have interests in photography, writing, and layout design, 
all of which can make or break a yearbook. I carry on nothing but good 
memories from the yearbook period, and wish the best for next year's 
staff, as well as the editors. 

Congratulations c/o 2007 
It's OUR time to shine! 

-Nicoya A 07 
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A daughter is a wonderfuC6Cessing, a trea-
sure from a6ave. She's laughter, warmth and 

x speciaC charm, she's thoughtfufness and Cove. 
^ A daughter hrings a speciaCjoy that comes 

Wf- from deep inside. And as she grows to aduCt-
Qft hood, she fiCCsyour heart with pride. With 

| ' every year that passes, she's more speciaC 
wkH&Sk. CW than Before. Through every stage, through 

• every age, you Cove her even more. No words 
. can descrihe the warm memories, the pride 

/ and gratitude, too. That comes from having 
a daughter, to Cove and cherish... just Cihe 

you. 'We wish you happiness, success, andjoy and that you aCways hriow you have our Cove and sup
port wherever you may go... 

Love- 'Mom and Dad 



WOW!! 
Seems like yesterday when you 
were taking your first steps during 
your first birthday party; we were 
so excited. Just as excited as we 
are to see you take your first steps 
towards a huge world filled with 
opportunity, excitement and lots of 
challenges. Without God it can be 
frightening but with him i t can be 
a great adventure. Every day you 
will face tough situations, difficult 
people, and lots of temptations. 
However, by asking God to direct us 
we can conquer many of life's 
challenges; he has promised that he 
will never fail or abandon us. As you 
continue the journey of life 
remember that we love you but God 
loves you more. 
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Danny, 

Mom and I are so very proud of you. You 
have changed in so many ways over the 
years. From a young shy boy to a bold and 
courageous man whom we have watched 
grow and mature day by day year-by-year 
and now you are prepared to face the 
world. Life has many challenges and many 
rewards in store for you. There will be times 
of joy and times of sadness but one thing 
will become clear to you as time moves on; 
your family is always there and time heals all 
wounds. Focus on your goals and apply the 
required effort and there will be nothing you 
can't achieve. The love that your mother and 
I have for you will nev er falter and never 
end. We are so proud of you and excited to 
have the chance to watch you as you begin 
this new chapter in you r life. 
Congratulations son. We love you. 

Mom, and Dad. 

PS: This is something I carry with me and 
look to for inspiration from time to time. I 
hope you can use it someday. 
Dad. 

l|ou Deserve tke Best 

CI pe rson will get only wkat ke wants, ijou must ckoase your goals 
carefully. Know wkat you like and wkat you da not like. Be critical 
akoat wkat you can da well and wkat you cannot da welL Ck oose 
a career or lifestyle tkat interest you and work k ard to make it a 
success. Snter a relatiomskip tkat is worthy of everytking you are 
pkysieally and mentally. Be konest witk people, kelp tkem if y ou 
can but don't depend on anyone to make life easy or kappy for you. 
Only you can do tkat for yourself. Strive to aekieve all tkat you 
like. Find kappiness in everytking you do. Love witk your entire 
being. Wake a triumpk of every aspect of your life. 

Susan Palis Sckutz 

Y_ J 



Qo confidently in the direction of your 
dreams. Life the life you have imagined. 

- Df ervry David Lhoreau 

Congratulations, Tim! "We are, so proud of you. We 
have ivatchedyou grozvn over the years into a fine young 
man, emhracing all that life had to offer and proving 
you can succeed in all that you do. We knozv you zvill 
continue to Be the strong, compassionate, helpful young 
man that you are today, no matter zohere life takes you. 
I have Bee n so fortunate to have shared these years in 
Xorea zvith you, as I did zvith your Brother, fou uhll 
never knozv hozv much you have Blessed our lives and zve 
knozv that you zvill continue to enrich the lives of those 
you meet for years to come. Wave faith in all that you 
do and knozv that Qod zvill Bless you and care for your 
forever. 

Pill our love, 
Mom, IDad, Josh and 'Bailey 



Excuse Me, Miss SAHS? OVER HERE!! 
Girl! I can't believe that you're 
leaving, but a big fat congrats 
to you! You actually did it. You 
finished all four years of this crazy 
thing that everyone refers to as 
"high school". We're all so proud 
of you. But, AH! (Or should I 
say MEH!) I don't know what 
I'm going to do without you, for 
cereals. Who am I supposed to run 
to for laughs, support, and all that 
good stuff? That's right, no one. 
Aycarambuh, Trish! Don't leave 
me! Well, don't party too hard 
while you're in college and don't 
forget that I exist. Just kidding, 
that'd be pretty funky if you did 
and pretty much impossible since 
I'm going to email, call, and chat 
w i t h  you  ove r  M SN.  Than k  
goodness for tehcnology. Keep on 
trucking, big sister. I love you! 

Vt«LB00M! +h«... 

Ho SiSfcrS 

The little girl that you love although she drives you insane 24/ 7, 
Nicole 

AND Mom, Dad, Hamere, and Whopper 



Invictus 

Out of the night that covers me, 
Blacfas the 'Pit from pole to pole, 

I thanfwhatevergods may he 
for my unconquerahie souL 

In the fed cCutch of circumstance 
I have not winced or cried aCoud. 

Under the hCudgeonings of chance 
fly head is hhoody hut unhowed. 

Beyond this pCace of wrath and tears 
Looms hut the horror of the shade, 

PLnd yet the menace of the years 
finds and shad find me unafraid. 

It matters not how strait the gate, 
Plow charged with punishments the scrod, 

I am the master of my fate 
I am the captain of my soul. 

CharCes, We are so proud of you and ad your 
accompCisfiments. four oum journey begins nozv but 

knozv that you forever have a pCace in our hearts and a 
pCace to cad home. 

Si fates, Qaudeo. "Ego faleo Eecte, 
Mom, T)ad, Savannah and MichaeC 



Alexander Tehoon Ahn 

From early in his life, Alex showed traits 
that marked him as a person of great 
responsibility and conscience. As an 
adult, he will demonstrate his character 
by taking actions for others. Alex will be 
recognized and rewarded but his drive 
will come from inside himself, not from 
the rewards he is certain to gather. He 
will make the world a better place be
cause of his outstanding abilities, and 
more importantly, his heart. 

Congratulations Alex! You should be 
proud of your achievements.. .we know 
this is only the beginning...the world 
awaits you! Be happy! 

Love...Mom, Dad, and Elaine 



SUSAN 

Thank you for being a great daughter. As 
with all teenagers, you have had some ups and 
downs; however, we could not have asked for 
nor expected a better child. We were not per
fect, by any stretch of the imagination. Couples 
do not automatically possess the knowledge to 
be parents. It is a growing process and more 
often that not, mistakes are made. Our wish for 
you has always been that the best of life would 
come your way and you be faced continually 
with success. Success is on the horizon for you. 
You have the mentality and the internal drive to 
make good things come your way. Reach out 
for opportunity; however, opportunity some
times is veiled. Therefore, keep your eye open 
and your ear tuned so that you will be able to 
recognize doors that are opening to you. Then, 
my dear, step through and conquer the WORLD. 



wishes in uour 

endeavors« 



Dear Hana, 

' Sometimes we may wonder if we've 
made any worthwhile contributions to 
the world and then we realize that we 
have. You and Brandon. The world is 
definitely better off with you in it. You 
have brought us only joy and we are 
confident you will radiate that same 
joy to all who are fortunate enough to 
know you. 
We 're sorry that we cannot keep you 
home with us forever but please know 
that you will be in our hearts always. 
Please call often next year and melt 
our hearts with your little baby voice. 

Love, 
Apba and Umma 



"Kettle, 

Coaqaatalatione! Ifoa ve completed HiyH acHool and 
aae on efoaa evay to college. 7(le aae veny pooad of you and tHe 

penaon tfoa'exe became. Tile Have doomed you. aooand tHe 
(vaild. fiom tfeiman<t to California and fiom Iceland to 

Koaea., .and cfoa oe made tHe Heat of eveaet atop. Alonct tHe 
cvaef . <t<uc Have developed into a ationep evilled. intelli<tent 

(fOan<t Cady evitH mancf accomplicHmentJ in and oat of the 
cCaaatoom and Have neveo let ae doevn. Ac <fOa p ioetaeaa to 

tHU next pHaee in ctoaa life of Ceamin<t • tememlea tHat toe aie 
alcvatfe Hene to aap^poat <foa and eve Helieve in cfoa. *7He Heat 

U cfet to come JO. aa tHe cony eatfo - pxomiae me tfoa CI <)ive 
faitH a fi<tHtin<t cHanee. and evHen tfoa ve q.ot tHe cHoiee to ait 

it oat and dance, eve Hope yon "DAACC-

(pod CCejj and keep cfoa 

Hove, 7Hom. "Dad. and SicHet 



To the QrocCuate., 9fo More a Child 

To the graduate, no more a child, 
On •whom these many years my hove has shown; 

Take ptease in the pleasure of my price, 
However much you've managed on your own. 

"Even as you dance upon your state, 
Qrowing ever more endowed with grade, 

'TememBer that my love will never change, 
T place for you Beyond all time an place. 

Do what you will within your own wide world, 
Understanding in your own wise way; 

Mways know you are my field of wonder, 
The wild, star-strewn moor on which I wander. 

Even as I honor your today. 
-Nicholas Gordon 

I am so proud of you and love you with all my heart! 

Congratulations.'!! 



It is zoith mixed emotions that zoe zorite this 
note. Seventeen years ago you came into our 
hives, 6ut it ready seems hike it zvas just yester
day. The road that zoe have t raveled together 
has heen mostCy smooth hut as you hqtozO zoe 
have also run into some humps along the zvay. 
you are truly a zoonderfulyoung (ady zoith hots 
to offer this zvorCd and zoe zoant you to experi
ence ad that the zoorhd has to offer, ad the joy 
and the heartbreaks that come zoith hiving afuhh 
and exciting hife. iVe hoofat your departure 
for cohhege as just another stepping stone on the 
road to you heing ahh that you zoere truhy meant 
to he. In our home you zoihh 
ahzoays have a zoarm hed to sheep in and a hot 

Jmeah at our tahhe. "We h ove you. Congratuha-
tions on your graduation and continue your safe 
and exciting journey through hife. 

(Dad, (Mom, and (Dana 



Wow Malinda: 
Hard to believe, time has just passed by so quickly. It 

just seems like yesterday when Sod entrusted you 
to us and now we see you've grown into a • 
I bright, beautiful young lady. Thank you fl| 

|| JEs for giving us these great memories for ; 
you just being the great lovable person 

IjL^ , you are. y 

Congratulations!!! 
Your efforts of hard work and late 

nights have finally paid off, now you've 
completed this chapter of your life 

and we are so proud of you and what a great 
job you've done. 

Now that you've grown and are departing our cave, 
we wish you all the best God has for you. You are our 
gift from Sod and we thank Sod for such a precious 

gift. As you go off to college there's going to 
• be difficult times, so just keep your focus like I 
• you've done for all the years. When walking I 
• down your road of life your limits are only the I 
I limits of your dreams. We know you can do I 
I anything you put your mind to, just believe in 1 
mkH yourself and keep faith in Sod, he'll never I 

steer you wrong. May Sod bless you in all I 
your upcoming chapters of your life. I 

We love you, M 

. -!1M Dad, Mom and Sandra J® 



Unconditional Love... 
The force that binds parents to their children and forms the bedrock of 
a family. It sets the conditions where nurturing changes to teaching and 
evolves into coaching and mentoring as the child grows into a young adult. 
You h ave truly blessed our lives and given us joy and pride that words 
cannot describe. As you enter a new stage of your life, be reassured of 
two things; you have the God-given gifts to succeed at any endeavor you 
choose and you will always have a home in your family. 

Eric S. Eldridge 

I thank my God every time I remember you. In all my prayers for all of you, 
1 always pray with joy because of your partnership in th e gospel from the 
first day until now, being confident of this that he who began a good work 
in you will carry it on to completion until the day of Christ Jesus. 

- Philippians 1:3-6 



(Dear Kristin, 

'What a Messing it has 6een to have you in our lives ant to zvatch 
you grozv into a beautiful young lady. As you go off to coCCege, zv e 
pray that you keep the (Holy Spirit as your constant companion, 
ffever forget that you are Coved! 

(Mom, Dad and (Michael 

"(For I IQ IOZO the plans I have for you, "declares the 
Lord, "plans to prosper you and not to harm you, 
plans to give you hope and a future." 

Jtrmiah 29:11 

"The greatest gift and honor is having you for a 
daughter." 

Fa Zhou: fMtdan 



v •I JW \ i | Congratulations, Punkin! 

As you go on to great things in life. 
Remember the things you have learned so far. 

Take pride in who you are 
And it what you have accomplished. 

We take price in you 
And are very proud of you. 

Everything that you do will be great 
Be effective and productive in this world. 

Never forget who you are 
Or where you have come from. 

This is your time to shine. 
And remember we will always be cheering you on. 

,vr » X 1 
Accomplish your goals. 

Love, 
baddy. Mom, Dominie, Hailey 

VJ 

« 



Congratulations Alexander! 

Congratulations on another milestone. We know you are 
capable of reaching all your goals in life. You are our blessing 
and we wish the best always. Go and get them! 

Dad & Mom 

Little Bro 

Congratulations! Hold your head up high and be proud of your- ^ 
self, Lil' Bro. We sure are and you deserve it! You've come a >( ^ - v 
long way. Don't know what to tell you that you haven't already 'i . ^ 
heard. So let me save you a trip to the top of the mountain, KpT»\; m-
Welcome to the 1st day of the rest of your life. I am alwayslSrf V 
i m t i r  f u l f i l l  e n n i  P  '  W  your twin soul. 

Yasu 

"We can't ever go back to old things or try and get the "old kick" out of 
something or find things the way we remembered them. We have them 
as we remember them and they are fine and wonderful and we have 
to go on and have other things because the old things are nowhere 
except in our minds now" 

-Ernest Hemingway 



Live Simply 
Love Generously 
Care Deeply 
Speak Kindly 
Leave the Rest to God 

My little sister! Hard to believe the same 
whiny girl who fought with me as we played "who 
gets the last hit" as kids is on her way to college 
and following her own path in life. You'll be going 
through many experiences and shocks when you 
leave home. Through it all, that long airplane ride 
alone to college, first day at school, long nights 
doing homework because you procrastinated, 
homesickness, making new friends, remember 
you are never alone. At college and for the rest 
of your life, you'll increasingly bear the respon
sibility of your actions. Your choices define who 
you become. Know who you are and who you 
want to be, and act accordingly. Stay the sweet 
girl you are now. 

My little sister, growing up so fast... I know 
getting to this point in life hasn't been easy. I 
wish I could somehow change the hardships of 
the past, and prevent those of the future for you, 
but I can't. No matter how much we may wish 
it, life doesn't work that way. We can, though, 
stand together in times of sadness and joy and 
that is where your loved ones will always be 
when you need us. 

I'm so proud of you. I'm proud of how you 
grew up to the person you are and the strength 
of your character. I never had to excessively 
worry about you. You were always the strong one 
and my inspiration. Love you Minyoung. 

Love, 
Your Big Brother 



CDearest (David, 
i _ 

EOmrY g<Rji<DVjirioN! 

Congratulations on this educational and I 
life goal! 

We are so proud of you, and will love 
you always! (Eighteen years ago, on 29 March 1989, 
you were 6orn at Lyster Army Hospital. It was a cool 
spring night at Eort (Rucker, Alabama. gone now 
are the days of your youth; days that we remem6er 
with joy and happiness. We hope you have many fond 
memories of your childhood. The time has gone by 
much too quickly. 

I will remem6er with fondness: coaching your soccer 
team at Eort (Bragg; our family outings to Everland 
and Caribbean Bay; our summer '02 trip from %orea to 
Washington. 

Watching you grow - socially, physically (congratula
tions on the Ear East EootballChampionship!), 
and spiritually, has been a delight. Tou are gods 
gift to us. 

ft, Olou are an adult now with many challenges, 
' adventures, and memories ahead. We lool̂  

forward to being a part of your life as you mature 
and take on these challenges. We look^ahead 
with hope and anticipation. 

Be honorable, strong, and kind in all that you do. 
Travel the straight path. 

<* 

We pray that all will be well with your life, but 
know you will have good times and bad. Always 

B remember, you can lean on the Lord and us. 

May god bless you and keep you forever close to 
his heart. Thanfjyoufor being our son! 

All our Love, Mom &Dad 



JD looed you front the. moment 
£ wato you? free 

;4nd frit you? tiny hand in mine 
/4nd that looe is frr always...and frreoet> 

/tiany congratulations on your 
special graduation day! 

Dt's finally here!! 

(tie looe you, 
/Horn, C-helsey, and 'Brittany 



Let me tuck her in at night, 
hear her prayers, turn off the light. 

And for one more moment let me pay 
and thank God that we shared this day! 

11 

My Daughter Grows Up 

And though I'm busy through the day, 
let me take time out to play... 
Let me take time out to smile, 
to linger with her for a while-

Life is fleeting, years rush past... 
and little girls grow up so fast! 

Let me take time out to be 
glad that mine's still here with me. 

To invited her under the table for tea 
and dress up silly as can be. 

Let me take time out to sing 
and dance and skip 

and twirl and swing-

To splash in puddles when it rains 
and make her fancy daisy chains. 

Let me take time out to hear 
about the things that she holds dear. 



Raymond: 

Congratulations on this enormous accomplishment in your life. 
Graduating High School is the first major step into your future. 
Growing up in a military family and moving around a lot made your 
journey through high school sometimes very trying. It was always 
difficult leaving your old friends and then making new ones, but you 
always seemed to overcome those barriers with diligence. Although 
we knew these times would not be easy, your calm demeanor 
made us proud. Your passionate dedication and perseverance over
came all obstacles. 

You are now entering the next phase in your life and we want to 
encourage you to strive to reach your dreams. Enjoy life to its full
est as you continue to excel to achieve your goals. We will always 
be there for you if you need counsel and advice. 

Always remember those you meet through life, and the experiences 
you have shared with them. Be it good or bad, you will always 
learning something that will help guide you. You have the potential 
to do or be anything you want in life. Never let anyone tell you 
anything different. 

We love you so much and are so proud of you. We wish you all 
the best in your future endeavors. 



mM IT A CT] 



febicidades Querida bhfetecita 

I 
Pidorada nietecita que en Octubre cumpbes bos dieciocfw, 
Con gran bebbeza en tu cuerpo y mas en tu corazon, 
Tus abuebos te saCudan con una inmensa abegria 
cf te envtan unfuerte abrazo, un beso y [a bendicion. 

II 
lambien te feticitamos aC terminar tus estudios, 
Para abfin podergraduarte de [as escueba superior. 
Pggando a 'Bios que te guie en tu vida de cobegio 
'Para que [ogres e[ e%ito, graduandote con honor. 

Abuebo Manobo 

encilla 
onesta 
morosa 

nteligente 
itida 
plicada 

Abuela Gladys 

Querida Liv^da MjvmA 
i'Dios te bendiga! 

Pronto comienzas una nueva etapa en tu ztida: 
[a vida universitaria. "Estaras por tu cuenta, 
Pomando tus propias decisiones. 'J{ecuerda 
siempre Cos sabios consejos de tus padres y Ia 
buena ensenanza moral Dios nunca te abandonara. 

Te deseamos triunfos en todo [o que te propongas 
y que sigas siendo tan buena y carinosa como siempre. 

E^ito abora y siempre, 
Con todo nuestro amor, 

Abuela Aida y toda lafamdia de Puerto 'J{ico 

'We are extremeby proud of you. We [now that you 
have the maturity andpotentia[ to succeed in [ife. 
May (jod bbess you andguide you abzvays. 
We zvibb miss you! 

Te quieren, 
fMom and Dad 



Michelle 
It there LS 5uch think. aS an 

"Armg Brat" gOu hc\ve certaLnlg earned 
that distinction after S tLgh schools 
and fourteen schools. I have been ut
terly a^axed at gour abLlLtg to land 
on gOur feet.. .whether Lt u^aS a horse 
that threv-o gOu or an unanticipated 
turn of fate. You are blessed vuLth 
an abundance of talents...a photo
graphic memorg, ear for music, creative 
pen, beautiful voLce, and an ege for 
the unseen. But the most important 
gifts that have are gOur strong sense 
of personal values, faith, and a ouarm 
heart for other people. Mom and I are 
Saddened to See gOu leave uS ouith an 
emptg nest, but as gOu Set Out after 
graduation never forget hovu Lt LS that 
gOu arrLved here. Aim high and hold on 
to that horse called "Life" tightlg. * 
LOe are so proud of gOu thLs dag of / 
gOur graduation. 

Love iiOu, "Dad 

Dear Aichelle: 
You filled, me v/ith amazement each time 

X told you that we were moving and your 
response vas something liKe, ' treat, X get 
to start my life over again!,1' with a smile. 
Your positive attitude, in spite of schools, 
including 5 high schools, leaves in wonder-
ment and filled v/ith pride. I Know the 
world is a better place because of the love 
and caring you give to everyone you meet. 
Always be true to yourself. 

I love you. 
/Yom. 







d'C^se notes 




